Direct Market Ordering Catalog for Products Shipping in May and Beyond
Hello comic retailers and fans!

Welcome to PRH Panels, the Penguin Random House catalog for the Direct Market, highlighting the incredible graphic novels, manga, games, and more that debut every month. We can't wait for you to find the next story to inspire and entertain you, and the latest games and gifts to bring you together.

We’re introducing a new section to the catalog! The new category spotlight sections highlight our favorites in different categories every month. This month we’re celebrating women’s history month by spotlighting stories by and about women like The Complete Persepolis, Far Sector, and more! We’ve also selected some great gaming related tiles and products we recommend like The Dungeons & Dragons Tarot Deck, and The Sky: The Art of Final Fantasy Boxed Set.

Our Comics section features Anansi Boys I 1, the start of the comic adaptation of Neil Gaiman’s critically acclaimed novel. “Fat” Charlie Nancy leads a boring life as a boring Londoner, until he discovers two things: That his recently deceased father was, in fact, Anansi the Spider, the trickster god of African folklore, and that he has a twin brother he’s never met. Which kicks off a reality-spanning odyssey of sibling rivalry, jealous deities, and one poor soul who’ll realize what it means to be a god.

In our Graphic Novels section, we’re spotlighting Wonder Woman Vol. 1: Outlaw, the new Wonder Woman series from award winning writer, Tom King. After a shocking alleged crime, the U.S. government moves to keep all Amazons out of the country. What will Wonder Woman discover when she goes on a quest to uncover the truth? And what new enemies will reveal themselves?

Our Kids & YA section spotlights an adventure through the shinto underworld in Anzu and the Realm of Darkness. Anzu has just moved to a new town during Obon, a time for families to remember and celebrate their ancestors. While avoiding holiday festivities, she stumbles into the Shinto underworld known as Yomi. She must now break a curse and free the spirits of other lost children or be stuck in Yomi forever.

Our Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua section includes Monster Cats Vol 1. This cute, full color, comedy manga is a series of funny short stories of humans living with different adorable supernatural cats. This series is perfect for cat lovers of all ages.

In our Games & Gift section we’re featuring The Magic: The Gathering Oracle Deck. This 52 card oracle deck and guidebook includes 52 all-new illustrations that celebrate the characters, creatures, and lore of the world’s largest trading card game. The artwork features a pantheon of gods, iconic creatures, and mythical beings from the Greek-inspired plane of Theros. This deck is a fantastic gift for any fan of the Magic: The Gathering card game.

All this and much, much more can be found in this month’s PRH Panels. Don’t hesitate to explore this catalog and find the perfect new book! As always, retailers who have any questions about the ordering process or would like to open an account with PRH, are encouraged to email us at comicmarketUS@penguinrandomhouse.com.

Wishing you the very best,
Your US Direct Market Comic Team
Penguin Random House
Direct Market Ordering Catalog for Products Shipping in May and Beyond

FOR SALES AND ORDERING INQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT:
comicmarketus@penguinrandomhouse.com

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE INQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT:
cscomicmarket@penguinrandomhouse.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anne Frank’s Diary: The Graphic Adaptation</td>
<td>9781101871799</td>
<td>KNOPF</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer Vixen</td>
<td>9780375714740</td>
<td>KNOPF</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmoknights (Book One)</td>
<td>9781603094542</td>
<td>IDW PUBLISHING</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doodles from the Boogie Down</td>
<td>9780451480668</td>
<td>PENGUIN YOUNG READERS</td>
<td>$13.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far Sector</td>
<td>9781779512055</td>
<td>DC COMICS</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls: 100 Inspiring Young Changemakers</td>
<td>9781953424341</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy</td>
<td>9781779505989</td>
<td>DC COMICS</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History Smashers: Women’s Right to Vote</td>
<td>9780593120347</td>
<td>RH CHILDREN’S BOOKS</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
<td>Digest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Killer Library Edition</td>
<td>9781506716537</td>
<td>DARK HORSE COMICS</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lore Olympus: Volume One</td>
<td>9780593560074</td>
<td>RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic Knight Rayearth 1</td>
<td>9781646519729</td>
<td>KODANSHA COMICS</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Lesbian Experience With Loneliness: Special Edition</td>
<td>9788888432099</td>
<td>SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Celebrating Women’s History Month

Sailor Moon Eternal Edition 1
9781632361523
KODANSHA COMICS
$27.99 • Trade Paperback

She-Hulk by Mariko Tamaki
9781302950774
MARVEL
$39.99 • Trade Paperback

Storm: Blowback
9781302952532
MARVEL
$17.99 • Trade Paperback

The Complete Persepolis
9780375714832
KNOPF
$27.00 • Trade Paperback

The Story of Barbie and the Woman Who Created Her (Barbie)
9780593705407
RH CHILDRENS BOOKS
$19.99 • Hardcover

Transitions
9781630395181
IDW PUBLISHING
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

Turtle Bread: A Graphic Novel About Baking, Fitting In, and the Power of Friendship
9781506730981
DARK HORSE COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

Who Sparked the Montgomery Bus Boycott?: Rosa Parks
9780593224472
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS
$12.99 • Hardcover

Women in Art: 100 Postcards
9780593233337
CLARKSON POTTER/ TEN SPEED
$20.00 • Non-Traditional Format

Women of Marvel
9781302934194
MARVEL
$24.99 • Trade Paperback

Women of Science Tarot
9780262539937
THE MIT PRESS
$29.95 • Non-Traditional Format

Wonder Woman Black & Gold
9781779520449
DC COMICS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback
Spotlighting Our Favorite Gaming Titles

**Can I Remix You A Drink?** T-Pain’s Ultimate Party Drinking Card Game for Adults

9781954220584
KINGSTON IMPERIAL
$29.99 • Non-Traditional Format

**Cinephile: A Card Game**

9781984825575
CLARKSON POTTER/ TEN SPEED
$20.00 • Non-Traditional Format

**Critical Role**

Vox Machina: Origins Volume I

9781506714813
DARK HORSE COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

**Dungeons and Dragons**

The Legend of Drizzt Visual Dictionary

9781465498740
DK
$30.00 • Hardcover

**Encyclopaedia Eorzea ~ The World of Final Fantasy XIV ~ Volume I**

9781646091423
SQUARE ENIX
$49.99 • Hardcover

**Fantasy Mapmaker**

9781440354250
PENGUIN ADULT HC/TR
$25.99 • Trade Paperback

**Final Fantasy VII Poster Collection**

9781646090839
SQUARE ENIX
$24.99 • Trade Paperback

**Heroes’ Feast Flavors of the Multiverse**

9781984861313
CLARKSON POTTER/ TEN SPEED
$35.00 • Hardcover

**How to Draw Fantasy Art and RPG Maps**

9781440360246
PENGUIN ADULT HC/TR
$23.99 • Trade Paperback

**Lore & Legends**

9781984595686
CLARKSON POTTER/ TEN SPEED
$50.00 • Hardcover

**Magic: The Gathering Postcard Set**

9780593577721
CLARKSON POTTER/ TEN SPEED
$22.00 • Non-Traditional Format

**Marvel Multiverse Role-Playing Game: The Cataclysm of Kang**

9781302948566
MARVEL
$49.99 • Hardcover
Spotlighting Our Favorite Gaming Titles

**Minecraft: Guide Collection 4-Book Boxed Set (Updated)**
9780593725528
RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
$51.96 • Boxed Set

**Monsters, Aliens, and Holes in the Ground**
9780262048224
THE MIT PRESS
$49.95 • Hardcover

**Pokémon Ash’s Atlas**
9780744069556
DK
$14.99 • Trade Paperback

**Sonic the Hedgehog Encyclo-speed-ia**
9781506719276
DARK HORSE COMICS
$49.99 • Hardcover

**The Dungeons & Dragons Tarot Deck**
9781984824660
CLARKSON POTTER/ TEN SPEED
$24.99 • Non-Traditional Format

**The Sky: The Art of Final Fantasy Boxed Set (Second Edition)**
9781506737669
DARK HORSE COMICS
$199.99 • Boxed Set

**The Young Adventurer’s Collection [Dungeons & Dragons 4-Book Boxed Set]**
9781984859549
CLARKSON POTTER/ TEN SPEED
$32.99 • Boxed Set

**Punderdome**
9781101905654
CLARKSON POTTER/ TEN SPEED
$20.00 • Non-Traditional Format
Anansi Boys I #1
(CVR A) (David Mack)

Comic Script by NEIL GAIMAN and MARC BERNARDIN;
Illustrated by SHAWN MARTINBROUGH;
Colorist CHRIS SOTOMAYOR;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID MACK

#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman joins forces with Eisner nominated Adora writer Marc Bernardin and Thief of Thieves cocreator Shawn Martinbrough to adapt Gaiman’s Locus and British Fantasy Award-winning novel as a comic book series for the first time—and soon to be a television show on Amazon Prime!

“Fat” Charlie Nancy leads a boring life as a boring Londoner, until he discovers two things: That his recently deceased father was, in fact, Anansi the Spider, the trickster god of African folklore, and that he has a twin brother he’s never met. Which kicks off a reality-spanning odyssey of sibling rivalry, jealous deities, and one poor soul who’ll realize what it means to be a god.

Adapts Neil Gaiman’s award-winning novel!

VARIANTS:
Anansi Boys I #1 (CVR B) (Shawn Martinbrough)
Shawn Martinbrough | 76156801233000121
Anansi Boys I #1 (CVR C) (Denys Cowan)
Denys Cowan | 76156801233000131

Cover may not be final

76156801233000111
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 6/26/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24
Avatar: Frontiers of Pandora—So’lek’s Journey #5
(CVR A) (Gabriel Guzmán)

Comic Script by RAY FAWKES;
Illustrated by GABRIEL GUZMÁN;
Colorist MICHAEL ATIYEH;
Letterer MICHAEL HEISLER;
Cover Design or Artwork by GABRIEL GUZMÁN

So’lek heads to the Kinglor Rainforest to view the western aurora and find peace. But his nightmares become a reality when sky people ships descend from the skies—the RDA has returned! Forced to face his trauma, So’lek must use all his acquired skills to prevent another attack!

Beyond the Pale #1
(CVR A) (Tomás Aira)

Comic Script by CHRISTOFER EMGÄRD;
Illustrated by TOMÁS AIRA;
Colorist TOMÁS AIRA;
Letterer MAURO MANTELLA;
Cover Design or Artwork by TOMÁS AIRA

War correspondent Hetta Sawyer is looking into the disproportional loss of black soldiers in the Vietnam War. Leads say losses are especially high at Firebase Tartarus, with most of them simply gone missing, their fate unknown. Something sinister is happening at Tartarus, and Hetta intends to uncover the truth.

A new eldritch horror from Christofer Emgärd.
Blue Book: 1947 #5 (CVR A) (Michael Avon Oeming)

Comic Script by JAMES TYNION IV; Illustrated by MICHAEL AVON OEMING; Colorist MICHAEL AVON OEMING; Letterer TOM NAPOLITANO; Cover Design or Artwork by MICHAEL AVON OEMING

The wave of “UFO hysteria” in 1947 was strong enough to spur the official Federal investigations of unidentified flying objects and launch Project Blue Book by the U.S. Air Force in 1952. In the final chapter of the Blue Book: 1947 series by James Tynion IV and Michael Avon Oeming, we see the causes of this national fervor and the beginnings of the grip on pop culture that have lasted for almost a century.

Also including a True Weird backup story by Josh Trujillo Jack T. Cole, and Aditya Bidikar!

**Explore More**

**VARIANTS:**
Blue Book: 1947 #5 (CVR B) (Flavia Biondi)
Flavia Biondi | 76156801172200521

Blue Book: 1947 #5 (CVR C) (1:10) (Virgin) (Noah Dao)
Noah Dao | 76156801172200531

Canto: A Place Like Home #1 (CVR A) (Drew Zucker)

Comic Script by DAVID M. BOOHER; Illustrated by DREW ZUCKER; Colorist VITTORIO ASTONE; Letterer ANDWORLD DESIGN; Cover Design or Artwork by DREW ZUCKER

Hang on to your helmets! The Shrouded Man saga rushes toward the final battle...

The tiny clockwork knight returns after making the ultimate choice to save his people above all else. He has amassed allies in the war against the Shrouded Man, but even an army may not be enough to stop the evil sorcerer’s quest to conquer Canto’s people. Fighting to save New Arcana won’t be easy, but nothing ever is for the brave Canto!

**Explore More**

**VARIANTS:**
Canto: A Place Like Home #1 (CVR B) (Lisa Heidhoff)
Lisa Heidhoff | 76156801236100121

Canto: A Place Like Home #1 (CVR C) (1:10) (David Mack)
David Mack | 76156801236100131
Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins IV #2 (CVR A) (Mona Finden)

Comic Script by MATTHEW MERCER and JODY HOUSER; Illustrated by NOAH HAYES; Colorist DIANA SOUSA; Cover Design or Artwork by MONA FINDEN

When Vox Machina decides to split the party, Vax and Pike find themselves face-to-face with a vicious chimera, and the rest of the crew has fallen into an underground cavern where who-knows-what awaits them! Will the group survive long enough to reunite?

Dawnrunner #4 (CVR A) (Evan Cagle)

Comic Script by RAM V; Illustrated by EVAN CAGLE; Colorist DAVE STEWART; Letterer ADITYA BIDIKAR; Cover Design or Artwork by EVAN CAGLE

A new kind of Tetza has arrived and promises to push Anita Marr and Dawnrunner to their limits. Is Dawnrunner doomed or will dramatic revelations strengthen the bond between Anita and Dawnrunner, pushing them to evolve into something new?

Ram V and Evan Cagle deliver a giant mech vs monster story unlike any before it!

VARIANTS:

- Dawnrunner #4 (CVR B) (David Liu)
  - David Liu | 76156801196800421

- Dawnrunner #4 (CVR C) (Gax)
  - Gax | 76156801196800431

- Dawnrunner #4 (CVR D) (1:10) (Foil) (Evan Cagle)
  - Evan Cagle | 76156801196800441

Covers may not be final.
Dudley Datson and the Forever Machine #3 (CVR A) (Jamal Igle)

Comic Script by SCOTT SNYDER; Illustrated by JAMAL IGLE and JUAN CASTRO; Colorist CHRIS SOTOMAYOR; Cover Design or Artwork by JAMAL IGLE

From New York Times bestselling creators Scott Snyder and Jamal Igle comes this rollicking sci-fi adventure story about a boy, his dog, and a machine that controls time and space! What could go wrong?

Two thousand years of invention lies in Dudley’s hands. It’s Datson vs Perdix as the fate of the world hangs in the balance. Can our hero conjure up a win?

**VARIANTS:**
- Dudley Datson and the Forever Machine #3 (CVR B) (Foil) (Jamal Igle)
  Jamal Igle | 76156801208800321
- Dudley Datson and the Forever Machine #3 (CVR C) (1:10) (Steve Ellis)
  Steve Ellis | 76156801208800331

Ghostbusters: Back in Town #4 (CVR A) (Claudia Balboni)

Comic Script by DAVID M. BOOHER; Illustrated by BLUE DELLQUIANT; Colorist CRIS PETER; Letterer JIMMY BETANCOURT; Cover Design or Artwork by CLAUDIA BALBONI

The Ghostbusters face a dire situation when roach infested ooze floods the firehouse and malevolent apparitions swarm freely. Phoebe, Callie, Trevor, and Gary clash with Madame Malveaux as she looms over Times Square, unleashing chaos upon New York City. Will our heroes survive this spectral crisis?

It’s a ghost showdown in the Big Apple for the final installment of Ghostbusters: Back in Town! Featuring script by David M. Booher, art by Blue Delliquanti, and colors by Cris Peter.

**VARIANTS:**
- Ghostbusters: Back in Town #4 (CVR B) (Colin Lorimer)
  Colin Lorimer | 76156801197500411
- Dudley Datson and the Forever Machine #3 (CVR C) (1:10) (Steve Ellis)
  Steve Ellis | 76156801208800331

Covers may not be final.
Heartpiercer #2
(CVR A) (Gavin Smith)

Comic Script by RICH DOUEK;
Illustrated by GAVIN SMITH;
Colorist NICHOLAS BURGDORF;
Letterer JUSTIN BIRCH;
Cover Design or Artwork by GAVIN SMITH

Tensions run high in the village of Briarglen, as it’s set upon by an army of the Howler’s werewolves. Will the villagers trust Atala to lead them in fighting off the monsters, or throw her, Grost and Eryn into their slavering jaws? The dark fantasy epic continues right here!

Explore More

Helen of Wyndhorn #4
(CVR A) (Bilquis Evely)

Comic Script by TOM KING;
Illustrated by BILQUIS EVELY;
Colorist MATHEUS LOPES;
Letterer CLAYTON COWLES;
Cover Design or Artwork by BILQUIS EVELY

Helen and Barnabus continue their adventures passing between the other world and Wyndhorn House as she begins to learn the skills of a warrior from her adventurous relative.

From the Eisner Award-winning creative team of Supergirl: Woman to Tomorrow—the upcoming film helmed by director James Gunn.

Explore More

VARIANTS:
Helen of Wyndhorn #4 (CVR B) (Foil) (Bilquis Evely)
Bilquis Evely | 76156801194400421
Helen of Wyndhorn #4 (CVR C) (Virgin) (1:10)
(Jill Thompson)
Jill Thompson | 76156801194400431

76156801225500211
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅝ x 10 ⅞
On Sale: 6/12/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24

76156801194400411
DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅝ x 10 ⅞
On Sale: 6/19/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24
### Into the Unbeing Part One #1 (CVR A) (Hayden Sherman)

Comic Script by ZAC THOMPSON; Illustrated by HAYDEN SHERMAN; Colorist HAYDEN SHERMAN; Letterer JIM CAMPBELL; Cover Design or Artwork by HAYDEN SHERMAN

A group of climate scientists working in a remote base camp on the Australian outback discover an impossible landform. They venture inside expecting the unexpected, and the titular Unbeing delivers. True to the traditions of cosmic horror, they discover an anomalous environment that defies everything they think they know about the world.

Mind-bending eco-horror with an original twist on exploring the unknown.

**VARIANTS:**
- Into the Unbeing Part One #1 (CVR B) (Matt Lesniewski)  
  Matt Lesniewski | 76156801230900121
- Into the Unbeing Part One #1 (CVR C) (1:10) (Tyler Boss)  
  Tyler Boss | 76156801230900131

### Joy Operations 2 #1 (CVR A) (Stephen Byrne)

Comic Script by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS; Illustrated by STEPHEN BYRNE; Colorist STEPHEN BYRNE; Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN BYRNE

Everything was fine until the joy operation. When one of the trusts implanted the psyche of one of their env.oi’s into master env.oi Joy Corrigan. Now Hampton and Joy live in the same body! They are just getting used to what that means for their life, love, and future when the world decides to blame them for everything that’s gone wrong. It’s Joy and Hampton against the world. This is an all-new chapter of an all-new sci-fi extravaganza!!

If you dug Bendis’ Marvel events and Avengers run, and Stephen’s amazing work on Nightwing and X-Men, you will be blown away by Joy Operations.

**VARIANTS:**
- Joy Operations 2 #1 (CVR B) (Scott Hepburn)  
  Scott Hepburn | 76156801231600121
- Joy Operations 2 #1 (CVR C) (1:10) (Tyler Boss)  
  Tyler Boss | 76156801231600131

Cover may not be final.
Kill All Immortals #4 (CVR A) (Oliver Barrett)

Comic Script by ZACKARY KAPLAN; Illustrated by FICO OSSIO; Colorist JORDIE BELLAIRE; Letterer HASSAN OTSMANE-ELHAOU; Cover Design or Artwork by OLIVER BARRETT

A Viking never vacates a fight, wicked horrors and all, for only a true warrior enters Valhalla. Armed with the shocking truth about her family’s immortality, Frey questions her lack of agency in her family’s past. But when she is trapped by her father, she faces the ultimate test: to sacrifice her lover’s life over her freedom.

VARIANTS:
Kill All Immortals #4 (CVR B) (Jacob Philips)
Jacob Philips | 76156801176000421

Lester of the Lesser Gods #2 (CVR A) (Gideon Kendall)

Comic Script by ERIC POWELL and LUCKY YATES; Illustrated by GIDEON KENDALL; Colorist GIDEON KENDALL; Cover Design or Artwork by GIDEON KENDALL

Writers Eric Powell (The Goon) and comedian and voice actor Lucky Yates (TV’s Archer) team with Eisner Award-winning artist Gideon Kendall (Megaghost, Marley’s Ghost) for the second installment of the twisted comedic groin tap that is, Lester of the Lesser Gods. This episode… SIDE QUEST! Lester and his battle companion, Kathy Stroyer, are pulled away from their assault on the empire of Will Frye the Technomancer Guy to raid a mountain fortress where their automaton pal, Duck Bot, is held captive.

VARIANTS:
Lester of the Lesser Gods #2 (CVR B) (Eric Powell)
Eric Powell | 76156801224800221

76156801176000411
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 6/26/24 • FOC Date: 5/27/24

76156801224800211
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 6/5/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24

Explore More

Explore More
Comics

Minor Threats: The Fastest Way Down #3 (CVR A) (Scott Hepburn)

Comic Script by PATTON OSWALT and JORDAN BLUM; Illustrated by SCOTT HEPBURN; Colorist IAN HERRING; Cover Design or Artwork by SCOTT HEPBURN

Loretta Follis has been a mother, a grandmother and an infamous supercrook named Toy Queen... but tonight she’s become a target. When a group of ruthless teen heroes come to her apartment complex to capture her as bait for her daughter Frankie, Loretta decides to pick up her Jack-in-the-Box gun for one last fight. It’s octogenarian supervillain vs tween sidekick psychopaths in brutal winner takes all. The body count will rise in a story we call “Last Stand at La Leyenda.”

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Minor Threats: The Fastest Way Down #3 (CVR B) (Marguerite Sauvage)
Marguerite Sauvage | 76156801179100321

Minor Threats: The Fastest Way Down #3 (CVR C) (Foil) (Scott Hepburn)
Scott Hepburn | 76156801179100331

Masters of the Universe: Revolution #2 (CVR A) (Dave Wilkins)

Comic Script by TIM SHERIDAN, ROB DAVID and TED BIASELLI; Illustrated by DANIEL HDR; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVE WILKINS

The official prequel to the Netflix series continues! Welcome to ZAL-KRON, where, for centuries, technology has thrived—and where, today, the Horde has lain siege! But when the tactics of Hordak’s Force Captain threaten to break their fledgling alliance, the evil master must devise a plan to ensure the undying loyalty of his brash young apprentice. If they’re not careful, the rising tug-of-war between these two powerful men could leave them open to the influence of a dangerous outside threat...

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Masters of the Universe: Revolution #2 (CVR B) (James Stokoe)
James Stokoe | 76156801193700221

DARK HORSE COMICS

Minor Threats: The Fastest Way Down #3 (CVR A) (Scott Hepburn)
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 6/5/24 • FOC Date: 5/6/24

Masters of the Universe: Revolution #2 (CVR A) (Dave Wilkins)
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 6/19/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24

Covers may not be final.
**Monsters Are My Business (And Business is Bloody) #3 (CVR A) (Patrick Piazzalunga a)**

Comic Script by CULLEN BUNN; Illustrated by PATRICK PIAZZALUNGA; Colorist MARCO BRAKKO; Letterer JIM CAMPBELL; Cover Design or Artwork by PATRICK PIAZZALUNGA

Griz is a tough-as-nails bounty hunter. Cuddles is a chainsaw-wielding koala. Together, they prowl the mean streets of Bogtown, kicking ass and taking names. Now, though, they may have bitten off more than they can chew. They’ve “rescued” a monster from the clutches of the Howling Gargoyles—a monster with an unbreakable connection to an elder deity. And the Gargoyles are determined to get their prisoner back.

**Operation Sunshine: Already Dead #3 (CVR A) (David Rubin)**

Comic Script by HENRY ZEBROWSKI and MARCUS PARKS; Illustrated by DAVID RUBÍN; Colorist K.J. DIAZ; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID RUBÍN

Hundreds of ancient vampires gather for the ultimate monster party as Operation Sunshine goes into full gear with an insane bloodbath in this penultimate issue!

From the New York Times-bestselling hosts of the hit The Last Podcast on the Left.

**VARIANTS:**
- Operation Sunshine: Already Dead #3 (CVR B) (Jim Mahfood)
  Jim Mahfood | 76156801209500321
- Operation Sunshine: Already Dead #3 (CVR C) (Scott Hepburn)
  Scott Hepburn | 76156801209500331
Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #7 (CVR A) (Harvey Tolbao)

Comic Script by DANIEL JOSÉ OLDER; Colorist MICHAEL ATIYEH; Letterer COMICRAFT; Cover Design or Artwork by HARVEY TOLBAO

The next thrilling chapter of the High Republic saga starts here! There’s no rest for the weary in the High Republic! After their reunion and only a moment’s respite, Lula, Zeen, and their friends learned that the Nihil Stormwall has encroached further into Republic Space. Now, the team of young heroes prepare to defend the planet Eriadu, and the Republic at large, from an impending Nihil invasion!

Continues the High Republic saga!

The perfect accompaniment to Star Wars: Young Jedi Adventures and the upcoming Star Wars: Acolyte!

Explore More

VARIANTS:

Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #7 (CVR B) (TBD)

76156801131900721

Resident Alien: The Book of Life #1 (CVR A) (Steve Parkhouse)

Comic Script by PETER HOGAN; Illustrated by STEVE PARKHOUSE; Colorist STEVE PARKHOUSE; Cover Design or Artwork by STEVE PARKHOUSE

In this new series, everything does change for small town alien-in-hiding Harry Vanderspiegel! The latest mesmerizing Resident Alien outing from writer Peter Hogan and artist Steve Parkhouse sees Auntie Asta become Mother Asta, and Harry cosplays as Jason Voorhees before he makes a surprising plea to his home planet.

Read the comics that inspired the SyFy TV series!

A new four-issue story arc in the Resident Alien saga!

Explore More

76156801234700111

DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 6/26/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24

76156801131900711

DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 6/12/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24
Shyla and her friends lock themselves away in their motel rooms, each of them grappling with the feverish visions induced by the tainted meat they consumed. Are the voices whispering to them real? Has the Butcher of La Perdita come to claim their flesh? Or is the sickness that each of them carries within simply bubbling its way to the surface? Take a bite and find out, as the temperature of this macabre horror story is rising quickly.

From the creators Landry Walker and Justin Greenwood of The Last Siege!

Explore More
The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #10 (CVR A) (Nick Robles)

Comic Script by TATE BROMBAL; Illustrated by ISAAC GOODHART; Colorist MIQUEL MUERTO; Cover Design or Artwork by NICK ROBLES

Christopher desperately searches for answers about himself and how he can help all of Monsterkind. But Adam Frankenstein, Viv, and Jordi are concerned—and struggling in their own ways. Will Christopher push himself too far and destroy the friendships forged by the Monster Squad?

Explore More

VARIANTS:
The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #10 (CVR B) (Virgin) (Luciano Vecchio)
Luciano Vecchio | 76156801073201031

The Goon: Them That Don’t Stay Dead #4 (CVR A) (Eric Powell)

Comic Script by ERIC POWELL; Illustrated by ERIC POWELL; Colorist ERIC POWELL; Cover Design or Artwork by ERIC POWELL

The finale of the Goon 25th anniversary miniseries, Them That Don’t Stay Dead! Dorothy Die and the man in the hat have played all their cards, but it’s the Goon who gets the final turn. And he’s about to show them all why he runs Nameless Town. Plus, Franky slaps a hairy Baptist with a sausage. Don’t miss it!
The Goon returns in an all-new, black and white series!

Explore More

VARIANTS:
The Goon: Them That Don’t Stay Dead #4 (CVR B) (Lee Bermejo)
Lee Bermejo | 76156801201900421

DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 6/19/24 • FOC Date: 5/20/24

DARK HORSE COMICS
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 6/26/24 • FOC Date: 5/27/24
The Writer #1 (CVR A) (Jeremy Haun)

Comic Script by BERKOWITZ, BEN & MAX and JOSH GAD; Illustrated by ARIEL OLIVETTI; Letterer FRANK CVETKOVIC; Cover Design or Artwork by JEREMY HAUN

In a dark turn, comic book writer Stan Siegel’s life dives into a neo-Nazi occult nightmare. Orchestrated by legendary Josh Gad and the Berkowitz Brothers, “The Writer” plunges Stan into a whirl of Jewish folklore and magic. Amid demonic chaos and high-speed chases, Stan’s hunger for answers unveils hidden identities, setting off a desperate race against time in this thrilling saga. To combat the rising tide of terror, Stan must become the hero from his pages.

Josh Gad and the Berkowitz Brothers come to Dark Horse!

A fresh take on Jewish folklore ripe for comics!

Explore More

The Writer: Corvo Bianco #2 (CVR A) (Corrado Mastantuono)

Comic Script by BARTOSZ SZTYBOR; Illustrated by CORRADO MASTANTUONO; Colorist MATTEO VATTANI; Letterer HASSAN OTSMANE-ELHAOU; Cover Design or Artwork by CORRADO MASTANTUONO

A rightful claim to the estate of Corvo Bianco now stands between Geralt and quietude. With land but second in the heir’s sights, a proposal is made. And what he truly seeks, Geralt himself is to deliver.

Variants:
The Witcher: Corvo Bianco #2 (CVR B) (Tonci Zonjic) Tonci Zonjic | 76156801178400221
The Witcher: Corvo Bianco #2 (CVR C) (Neyef) Neyef | 76156801178400231
The Witcher: Corvo Bianco #2 (CVR D) (Jorge Molina) Jorge Molina | 76156801178400241

76156801178400211
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 6/12/24 • FOC Date: 5/13/24

76156801232300111
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 6/19/24 • FOC Date: 5/13/24

PRHComics.com
Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #3 (CVR A) (Stan Sakai)
Comic Script by STAN SAKAI;
Illustrated by STAN SAKAI;
Colorist HI-FI COLOUR DESIGN;
Cover Design or Artwork by STAN SAKAI

The bandit Jimmu and his band attack a merchant caravan, as observed by some bounty hunters who are unprepared for the size of Jimmu’s army. The bounty hunters’ leader has captured Yukichi and is holding him hostage until Usagi, Gen, and Stray Dog leave the area. Usagi is shocked when he learns the identity of the leader.

VARIANTS:
Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #3 (CVR B) (Derrick Chew)
Derrick Chew | 76156801206400321
Usagi Yojimbo: The Crow #3 (CVR C) (1:40)
Arita Mitsuhiro | 76156801206400331

William of Newbury #2 (CVR A) (Michael Avon Oeming)
Comic Script by MICHAEL AVON OEMING;
Illustrated by MICHAEL AVON OEMING;
Colorist MICHAEL AVON OEMING;
Cover Design or Artwork by MICHAEL AVON OEMING

From the co-creator of the Eisner Award-winning, bestselling POWERS comes this brand-new anthropomorphic supernatural series that’s Hellboy meets Redwall.

Pursued by outlaws and the monastery, William and Winnie encounter a demon stealing souls from soldiers while devils and angels battle in the sky. Arriving in Berwick, they are told about an ill-tempered merchant who died and soon began to shamble about town. After an ominous encounter at a Faerie mound, William and Winnie are ambushed by knights as their adventures catch up with them. Find out what happens in this medieval horror fit for any age.
Wonder Woman Vol. 1: Outlaw
Written by TOM KING; Illustrated by DANIEL SAMPERE

After a shocking alleged crime, the U.S. government moves to keep all Amazons out of the country. What will Wonder Woman discover when she goes on a quest to uncover the truth? And what new enemies will reveal themselves?

After a mysterious Amazonian is accused of mass murder, the U.S. Congress passes The Amazon Safety Act, barring all Amazons from American soil. To carry out its new law, the government sets up the Amazon Extradition Entity (AXE) task force to remove those who don’t comply by any means necessary.

In her search for the truth behind the killing, Wonder Woman now finds herself an outlaw in the world she once swore to protect.

Perfect Wonder Woman jumping on point by award winning writer Tom King!

978-1-77952-545-1
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 4/1/24
Avatar: The Last Airbender –
The Bounty Hunter and
the Tea Brewer

Written by FAITH ERIN HICKS, MICHAEL DANTE DIMARTINO and BRYAN KONIETZKO;
Illustrated by PETER WARTMAN and ADELE MATERA

The Jasmine Dragon has become a fixture of social life in Ba Sing Se.

When his tea supply suddenly and mysteriously dries up, Iroh goes in search of answers and finds himself captured by a familiar face—bounty hunter June! Iroh must confront a part of his past while June considers her future, but however things go...someone’s got to free the tea!

Faith Erin Hicks, Peter Wartman and Adele Matera are back with another new adventure in the world of Avatar: The Last Airbender. Written in consultation with co-creators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko!

Beyond Mortal

Written by CULLEN BUNN;
Illustrated by DANNY LUCKERT

Comic book readers are familiar with the world of Bronze and Modern Era comics... stories of gleaming steel metropolises populated by daring superheroes battling for truth and justice... facing down power-mad masterminds and would-be world conquerors.

But unknown to the league of heroes who protect the innocent, this world has a cancer growing at its heart. A pantheon of elder gods is starting to awaken. These timeless forces of super-nature once claimed dominion over a primordial Earth... and they have returned to reclaim what is theirs.

Super-powered heroes—and villains—find themselves struggling against unimaginable horror to save the planet. It is a hopeless battle.
Black Hammer Volume 8: The End
Written by JEFF LEMIRE; Illustrated by MALACHI WARD
The Eisner Award–winning superhero saga returns in this story picking up immediately after the events of the hit Reborn series.
In this multi-timeline, world-hopping adventure, we find new stakes, new heroes, and the long-awaited return to Black Hammer farm with the Weber family reuniting and facing many new challenges and villains in Jeff Lemire’s biggest event in the Black Hammer series thus far!
Collects Black Hammer: The End #1–#6 and features a sketchbook section and bonus art by Tonci Zonjic, Tyler Crook, Caitlin Yarsky, David Rubin, Max Fiumara, and Wilfredo Torres.

Census
Written by MARC BERNARDIN and ADAM FREEMAN; Illustrated by SEBASTIAN PIRIZ
Liam Malone is an aimless college slacker living in New York City who answers a job posting ad for the Census Bureau that seems to require little of him. Knock on doors, ask a few questions, move on. But what he discovers is that the doors of New York City are hiding lots of things. Dangerous things. Supernatural things. Liam’s new gig requires him to register all of the demons, djinn, and other bizarre creatures living in New York. How will Liam both keep his life and a stellar performance review?
Collects Census #1–#5, originally published by Comixology Originals.

978-1-5067-3253-4
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/30/24 • FOC Date: 4/1/24

978-1-5067-3716-4
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$22.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/16/24 • FOC Date: 4/15/24
Empowered Volume 12
Written by ADAM WARREN;
Illustrated by ADAM WARREN

From comics kingpin Adam Warren comes Empowered, the sexy superhero comedy—except when it isn’t—that pushes envelopes, crosses boundaries, and breaks a few buildings for good measure!

Costumed crimefighter Empowered is trapped in a surreal nightmare scenario as her universe begins spontaneously rebooting again and again, with each variation more twisted and bizarre than the last! Can our befuddled superheroine somehow undo this inexplicable Neverending Reboot—while simultaneously steering her love life in a boldly polyamorous new direction with Thugboy and Ninjette!—or is this The End for Emp and her chaotically convulsing cosmos?

Explore More

Moebius Library: The Major
Written by JEAN “MOEBIUS” GIRAUD;
Illustrated by JEAN “MOEBIUS” GIRAUD;
Translated by DIANA SCHUTZ;
Contributions by ADAM PRUETT

The lead character of this pseudo-story, Major Grubert, evolves in a humorous yet philosophical manner, echoing how Mœbius’s creations are treated in the Inside Mœbius series. Join the Major on his last trip to the nebula of The Airtight Garage, where Mœbius rules as the playful Trickster of legend. What begins as a comical jaunt into unusually profound philosophical questions regarding the nature of existence, eventually winds up as a penetrating examination of the relationship between the author and his creation, the latter of whom must necessarily suffer at the heartless whim of his creator, despite the Major’s passionate desire for real life—and even freedom—beyond these comics!

Explore More
Graphic Novels

**Murdervale**
Written by VICENTE CIFUENTES; Illustrated by VICENTE CIFUENTES
Victor and Sara are going through a rough spell. Stress from work leads to constant arguments, but when Victor collapses, the couple decides it’s time to go on a vacation—doctor’s orders! With no destination in mind, they get in the car and drive. They encounter a shopkeeper who tells them about a town so remote it isn’t even on the map. When they manage to find it, Victor starts to get the feeling the town isn’t what it seems. Worse yet, Victor’s medication is causing nightmarish hallucinations—but what if they’re real?
Collects Murdervale Books #1–#3 (SAF edition)

**Skinner**
Written by MICKY NEILSON and SAMWISE DIDIER; Illustrated by PIOTR KOWALSKI
The terrifying tale of six internet celebrities who accompany a superstar survivalist on a one-week trip deep into the remote Canadian wilderness.
After their plane crashes, the influencers and their guide are stalked by a mountain man of local legend—Skinner. When the celebrities mount a desperate counterattack, they discover that there is much more to the skinner myth than any of them could have imagined. Will the celebrities survive, or be permanently canceled?

**Explore More**

---

978-1-5067-3372-2
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$24.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
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Covers may not be final.
**Star Wars: Hyperspace Stories—Qui-Gon**

Written by GEORGE MANN; Illustrated by ANDREA MUTTI, GIGI BALDASSINI, COMICRAFT and MICHAEL CHO

Qui-Gon Jinn... one of the most revered Jedi of all time.

Our story spans his life as a series of recurring events slowly ties together over the years to help Qui-Gon complete the puzzle of one of the Force’s many mysterious cults...The Brotherhood of the Ninth Door.

The Brotherhood’s secret Force abilities could make them a great ally to the Jedi, or a powerful enemy. Master Qui-Gon and his eager young Padawan learner Obi-Wan Kenobi, must uncover their secrets before they fall into the wrong hands!

**The Legend of Luther Arkwright**

Written by BRYAN TALBOT; Illustrated by BRYAN TALBOT

Bryan Talbot’s groundbreaking science-fiction epics The Adventures of Luther Arkwright and its sequel Heart of Empire have been acclaimed by Alan Moore, Neil Gaiman, Michael Moorcock, and more.

Talbot now launches a third Arkwright saga, The Legend of Luther Arkwright, another milestone in graphic literature.

Luther Arkwright, a being of vast psychic power capable of traversing the swirling multiverse of infinite existences, is pursued by a far superior adversary across multiple historically divergent parallel worlds, both utopian and dystopian, and only Arkwright’s experience and force of will provide any hope to avert humanity’s annihilation.
The Legend of Vox Machina: The Whitestone Chronicles Volume 1—Ripley
Written by CRITICAL ROLE and MARIEKE NIJKAMP; Illustrated by TYLER WALPOLE
A prequel to Amazon Studios’ The Legend of Vox Machina!
Fans of the fantasy animated series from Critical Role and Amazon Studios won’t want to miss this original graphic novel—the first of three interconnected prequel stories!
Tragedy strikes the renowned de Rolo family of Whitestone when they’re massacred by the vicious Briarwoods. Luckily for Dr. Anna Ripley, the bloodshed and regime change presents the perfect opportunity for her to further her own dark plans in service to Whitestone’s new ruling family. But just how much of her loyalty lies with the family, when compared to her work?

Yellow
Written by JAY MARTIN; Illustrated by JAY MARTIN
Set in an alternate future amid a Second Civil War, wounded infantryman Nick Carson flees the battlefield and escapes across the waste-land of war-torn America.
Branded a coward and marked for death, Nick’s only hope is to get to the other side. His route takes him through a strange, ravaged country where power plants lay destroyed and once great cities have gone dark. An America at war with itself.
YELLOW explores what happens when society falls apart, when there is no law and order. Do we fall to our basic instincts, or can we rise above?

Explore More

978-1-5067-3227-5
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$19.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24

978-1-5067-4171-0
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 5/27/24

Covers may not be final.
**Aquaman by Peter David Omnibus**

Written by PETER DAVID; Illustrated by MARTY EGELAND and VARIOUS

Arm the Atlantean! Experience one of the seminal comic book runs on Arthur Curry (Aquaman) that influenced the character we know and love in popular culture.

Re-discover the story behind the protector of the deep, The Aquaman. As the King of Atlantis, Arthur Curry must rule a kingdom, while also being it’s greatest protector. As new threats invade from the shadows, how will this legendary hero also become the king his people need?

Explore More

---

**DC vs. Vampires: All-Out War Vol. 1**

Written by MATTHEW ROSENBERG; Illustrated by NEIL GOOGE, MICHAEL BOWDEN and EDUARDO MELLO

One of the last secret, underground human cities is facing total annihilation and its leader — John Constantine — must plan a suicide mission to assassinate a key lieutenant in the vampire empire!

The survivors of a horrifying vampire attack, led by Deathstroke, take shelter with Talia al Ghul. With intel from a hero recently saved from vampirism, John Constantine prepares them for a (suicide) mission, while Midnighter goes through every scenario in his head and finds out the dark truth. Meanwhile the mysterious vampire Lord Cinder has become aware of their plans and prepares a surprise...

You won’t want to miss this thrilling companion collection to DC vs. Vampires!

Explore More
DC: Mech
Written by KENNY PORTER; Illustrated by BALDEMAR RIVAS
At the end of World War II, Earth was invaded by giant mechanized parademons from a planet called Apokolips. Earth’s protectors, the Justice Society of America, were devastated, and with them, the age of superheroes came to an end and the era of the Mech began. In the ensuing years, the world has stockpiled colossal battle suits piloted by elite warriors, waiting for the day Apokolips returns. But when Kal-El, the last son of a dying world, crash-lands in Metropolis with his own war suit, he’ll face down two of Earth’s finest Mech fighters, the Flash and Batman. Collects DC: Mech #1-6!

JSA: the Golden Age (New Edition)
Written by JAMES A. ROBINSON; Illustrated by PAUL SMITH
Presenting the thought-provoking alternate comic book-history tale of the Justice Society of America in a new edition. The JSA, the heroes of WWII, find themselves face to face with a new kind of oppression in “McCarthy Era” America!
Some of the greatest heroes of the 1940s, including the original Green Lantern, Atom, Hawkman and Starman, among others, return in this epic tale. The story follows their postwar adventures as they battle evil in a world they fear may no longer need them. And as their importance wanes, a new hero, Dynaman, rallies the nation behind a fascist agenda… Collects JSA: THE GOLDEN AGE #1-4.

978-1-77952-527-7
DC COMICS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 7/9/24 • FOC Date: 4/1/24

978-1-77952-601-4
DC COMICS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
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Red Hood: Outlaws Volume Two
Written by PATRICK R. YOUNG; Illustrated by NICO BASCUÑAN
The hit Webtoons series Red Hood: Outlaws, starring fan-favorite Jason Todd on an ill-fated road to redemption, is in print for this second can’t-miss collection!
The Outlaws try to go legit—and fail spectacularly. The Justice League has issued a challenge to DC’s Dark Trinity, forcing Red Hood, Artemis of Bana-Mighdall, and Bizarro to try and replace their goody-two-shoe counterparts as the heroes the world neither deserves nor needs.
In this original series, the Outlaws battle some of DC’s biggest Super-Villains and Super Heroes—but their biggest battles are among themselves. Can this team last? And can they find their own identities separate from Batman, Wonder Woman, and Superman?

Super Sons: The Complete Collection Book One
Written by PETER J. TOMASI
The sons of the DC’s greatest superheroes step into the spotlight as they unravel a mystery that could unravel the DC Universe as we know it!
Damian Wayne, the son of Batman, has noticed a bizarre pattern in crimes happening around the world and recruits Jonathan Kent to help his investigation. With some unlikely assistance from the greatest criminal mastermind of all time, Lex Luthor, these two young superheroes are headed towards the adventure of a lifetime.

Covers may not be final.
Superman by Kurt Busiek Book One

Written by KURT BUSIEK; Illustrated by JORGE JIMENEZ and VARIOUS

Kurt Busiek’s iconic tales of Superman are collected in stunning hardcover!

When Clark Kent suddenly finds that he has powers like those of his fictional namesake, he attempts to perform humanitarian superfeats while keeping his identity secret...

Superman by Kurt Busiek Book One collects some of Busiek’s most moving and influential tales of Superman!

Explore More

Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow The Deluxe Edition

Written by TOM KING; Illustrated by BILQUIS EVELY

Now in stunning deluxe edition hardcover!

Kara Zor-El has seen some epic adventures over the years, but she now finds her life without meaning or purpose. Here she is, a young woman who saw her planet destroyed and was sent to Earth to protect a baby cousin who ended up not needing her.

Just when Supergirl thinks she’s had enough, everything changes. An alien girl seeks her out for a vicious mission. Her world has been destroyed, and the bad guys responsible are still out there. She wants revenge, and if Supergirl doesn’t help her, she’ll do it herself, whatever the cost.

Explore More
**Swamp Thing: Green Hell**

Written by JEFF LEMIRE; Illustrated by DOUG MAHNKE

The last remnants of humanity cling to a mountaintop island lost in endless floodwater. The Parliaments of the Green, the Red, and the Rot all agree: it’s time to wipe the slate clean and start the cycle of life over again. And to do so, they’ve united their powers to summon an avatar—one of the most horrific monsters to ever stalk the surface of this forsaken planet. Against a creature like that, there can be no fighting back...unless you have a soldier who understands the enemy. Someone who has used its tactics before. Someone like Alec Holland.

Of course, it would help if Alec Holland hadn’t been dead for decades...

**Tales from Dark Crisis**

Written by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON and VARIOUS; Illustrated by RAFA SANOVAL and VARIOUS

The Justice League are dead. Can a new generation of heroes save the Multiverse?

Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, and the rest of the Justice League are dead. The remaining heroes are left to protect the world from an onslaught of violent attacks by DC’s greatest villains! Can the legacy heroes step out of the shadows of the classic heroes to form a new Justice League? And will that be enough to stop a darkness greater than anything they’ve ever faced from destroying everything?
The Flash: Year One (New Edition)
Written by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON; Illustrated by HOWARD PORTER
Barry Allen is stuck in place. As a forensic scientist for the Central City police, it’s his job to catch criminals after they’ve committed their crimes.
Then one night lightning strikes—and everything changes.
Electrocuted and doused in chemicals, Barry emerges from a coma with the force of incredible speed humming in his very atoms. He’s faster than bullets, faster than sound, faster than anyone can imagine.
And he’d better be. Because even as Barry learns how to harness his incredible new powers, a new breed of criminal is stalking Central City.

Explore More

The Flash Vol. 1: Strange Attractor
Written by SIMON SPURRIER; Illustrated by MIKE DEODATO, JR.
Wally West has never been quicker, more fulfilled, more heroic! And yet...something is off. Very off. His evolving understanding of his powers has opened Wally to new avenues of sci-fi adventure, and attuned his senses to strange new ideas.
Something whispers from the dark vibrations beyond the Speed Force, and as Wally experiments with creative new approaches to his powers he encounters new realms, mysterious allies and mind-shattering terrors.

Explore More
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The Human Target Book Two
Written by TOM KING; Illustrated by GREG SMALLWOOD

Christopher Chance has made a living out of being a human target—a man hired to disguise himself as his client to invite would-be assassins to attempt his murder.

An assassination attempt Chance didn’t see coming leaves him vulnerable and left trying to solve his own murder, as he has 12 days to discover just who poisoned him. After discovering clues, the death of a Green Lantern and a torrid romance with Tora Olafsdottir, a.k.a. Ice, DC’s top bodyguard may meet his match when Beatriz da Costa, otherwise known as Fire, steps into his life.

Explore More

Vixen: NYC Volume Six
Written by JASMINE WALLS; Illustrated by MANOU AZUMI

Navigating your first year of college is hard—just imagine having to navigate newfound superpowers at the same time!

Mari’s first year of college is full of exciting new things—she’s just reconnected with her extended family, moved to New York City, and is ready to step into her power. And with the ancestral totem her family passed down, her “power” is about to mean a whole lot more!

Turns out this family heirloom also can give you the powers of the animal kingdom?! Now it’s up to Mari to learn how to use her powers and protect the world around her!

Explore More
**Wild.C.A.T.s Compendium One**
Written by JIM LEE and JAMES ROBINSON; Illustrated by JIM LEE and TRAVIS CHAREST

**Lore Olympus: Volume Six**
Written by RACHEL SMYTHE

Chaos reigns in Olympus as Zeus publicly declares Persephone a traitor and issues a warrant for her arrest. But Hades defies his brother’s decree, sheltering Persephone in the Underworld—and as the pair spend more time together, they are able to speak openly about their pasts. The goddess of spring admits the truth behind the bloody secret that led to Zeus’s ire, and the king of the Underworld shares the trauma he suffered at the hands of his power-hungry father, Kronos.

This volume collects episodes 127–152 of the #1 WEBTOON comic Lore Olympus.

---

**Wild.C.A.T.s Compendium One**

**Lore Olympus: Volume Six**

---

**Wild.C.A.T.s Compendium One**

**Lore Olympus: Volume Six**
Spiral and Other Stories
Written by AIDAN KOCH; Introduction by NICOLE RUDICK
For years, Aidan Koch’s comics have been pushing the boundaries of the medium, helping reimage what a comic can look like, and the kinds of stories it can tell.
Koch has been living and working in the desert of California, turning her focus toward the ways humans and the natural world converge. Spiral and Other Stories is a triumph of that continuing process.
Using watercolors, pencils, crayons, charcoals, and collage, Koch builds worlds of dense detail and vast open spaces, urgent scrawled text and long silences, telling a series of stories about people and the places they inhabit.

Let’s Make Bread!
A Comic Book Cookbook
Written by KEN FORKISH and SARAH BECAN
An accessible and easy-to-follow comic book cookbook for baking delicious breads, featuring a basic universal method, guidelines for maintaining a sourdough starter, and recipes for classic loaves and fun new riffs, from the beloved author of Flour Water Salt Yeast.
New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Ken Forkish adapts his expert bread baking tips and recipes from Evolutions in Bread and Flour Water Salt Yeast for the fun, beginner-friendly comic book cookbook format. With comics artist Sarah Becan’s lively and colorful illustrations, Let’s Make Bread! invites readers to embark on the journey of making bread with this new visual twist.
Noodles, Rice, and Everything Spice
A Thai Comic Book Cookbook
Written by CHRISTINA DE WITTE and MALLIKA KAUPPINEN

An approachable, fun comic book cookbook tour of Thai culture and cuisine with 50 recipes and stories from the country’s main culinary regions.

Noodles, Rice, and Everything Spice showcases real Thai food from the country’s distinct culinary regions. Journey to the northern Lanna region and dine “khan tok”–style with small bowls of chile dips, curries, sticky rice, and vegetables on a gilded pedestal tray for sharing; sit cross-legged on a bamboo mat around a spread of tangy salads and grilled meats in the northeast Isaan region; roam the bustling markets of central Bangkok for iconic street food treats; and lounge on a beach in southern Thailand with dangerously spicy seafood.

978-1-9848-6160-3
TEN SPEED GRAPHIC
$22.99 • Trade Paperback • 7 x 10
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
An adventure through the shinto underworld perfect for fans of *Spirited Away*!

**Anzu and the Realm of Darkness**

Written by MAI K. NGUYEN; Illustrated by MAI K. NGUYEN

Anzu has just moved to a new town during Obon, a time for families to remember and celebrate their ancestors. Ever since her obaachan died, though, Obon has lost its magic. She doesn’t feel much like celebrating anymore.

While avoiding holiday festivities, Anzu spots a stray dog down the street. A dog that seems to be staring right at her. But when she chases after it, she slips and falls down a ridge, losing consciousness. When she awakes, she’s in the Shinto underworld known as Yomi, a place she’s only heard about in Obaachan’s stories. The stray dog, she finds out, is actually the Gatekeeper of Yomi, and he warns her to return to the human realm before it’s too late.

Only, getting home is not as simple as she’d thought. Faced with the nefarious Queen Izanami of Yomi and a world full of creatures she’d once thought weren’t real, the race against the clock is on. She must break a curse, free the spirits of other lost children, and reach the gate home before sunrise...or be stuck in Yomi forever.

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover
Kids & YA

INTERIOR SPREADS FROM *Anzu and the Realm of Darkness*
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Mickey Mouse Funhouse: Worlds of Fun!

Written by DISNEY BOOKS

Follow Mickey and friends into the world of comics! Worlds of Fun! is the first installment of Mickey Mouse Funhouse My First Comic Reader. This easy-to-read comic book introduces young fans to comics with simple text, accessible layouts, and clear storylines about Mickey, Minnie, and the gang, exploring themes of friendship and adventure.

Worlds of Fun! My First Comic Reader is the perfect introduction to comics for 4-6 year olds, as well as fans of Mickey Mouse.

Explore More

Curveball

Written by PABLO CARTAYA;
Illustrated by MIGUEL DIAZ RIVAS

Baseball is Elena Rueda’s entire life: She may be the only girl on her team, but she’s the best player and everyone knows it. Except . . . Elena has stopped having fun, and it’s time to leave the sport behind.

The problem is, Elena has no idea who she is without a bat in her hand. Can a summer spent with her brother’s quirky friends in an empty sandlot that offers a world of possibility show Elena who she is—and teach her to love to play again?

Also Available in Hardcover

Explore More

978-1-368-08926-5
DISNEY HYPERION
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

978-1-368-08991-3
DISNEY PRESS
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 3-5 years
Breathe
Journeys to Healthy Binding
Written by MAIA KOBABE and DR. SARAH PEITZMEIER; Illustrated by MAIA KOBABE
A graphic guide to chest binding with real-life stories and research-backed advice from bestselling Gender Queer author MAIA KOBABE and University of Michigan professor SARAH PEITZMEIER.
Dr. Peitzmeier interviewed twenty-five people of different ages and backgrounds about their journeys with binding, and then she and Kobabe combined excerpts from those interviews with evidence-based resources on binding into this extremely accessible guide.
Breathe is both a practical resource for trans and nonbinary folks and an engaging and perspective-broadening read for anyone interested in what it means to be on a journey of expressing one's gender in ways that are joyful, healthy, and affirming.

Explore More

Disney Pixar Inside Out 2 Ultimate Sticker Book
Written by DK
Jump back into the mind of Riley in Disney Pixar’s Inside Out 2 with this sticker-packed book. Discover an emotional adventure in the sequel to the Oscar-winning movie Inside Out with this ultimate sticker book, featuring beautiful images and artwork. Enjoy more than 100 stickers, fun facts about all the lovable characters, and relive the exciting story of the latest Disney and Pixar film.
Fun sticker ing activities on every page will keep kids engaged for hours, while extra stickers are provided for even more sticking fun!

Explore More
Garbage Night: The Complete Collection
Written by BENJI LEE


In a barren and ransacked backyard, a dog named Simon lives with his two best friends: a raccoon and a deer. The unlikely gang spend their days looting and waiting for the return of the hallowed ‘garbage night’—but week after week, the bins remain empty. When the gang are told of the ‘other town’, where humans are rumoured to live, the trio set off into the unknown…

Explore More

Amber Brown Is Not a Crayon: The Graphic Novel
Written by PAULA DANZIGER;
Illustrated by VICTORIA YING

Even when her best friend is moving away, Amber Brown is always bold, bright, and colorful. #Amber Brown is out now on Apple TV+

Amber Brown and Justin Daniels are best friends. They’ve known each other for practically forever, sit next to each other in class, help each other with homework, and always stick up for each other. Justin never says things like, “Amber Brown is not a crayon.” Amber never says, “You’re Justin Time.” They’re a great team—until disaster strikes. Justin has to move away, and now the best friends are fighting. Will they be able to work it out before it’s too late?

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover
American Girl Little Golden Book Favorites (American Girl)
Written by VARIOUS; Illustrated by VARIOUS
A hardcover storybook collection featuring three American Girl Little Golden Books!
This hardcover storybook collection features three American Girl Little Golden Books: Making a Difference, Time for School, and Grandmas are the Best. It’s a great gift for children ages 3 to 7!
Introduced in 1986, American Girl’s flagship line of historical characters features 18-inch dolls, books, and accessories that give girls a dramatic understanding of the role women and girls played in shaping our country.

Explore More

DC Batman: The Joker’s Parade (Funko Pop!)
Written by GOLDEN BOOKS; Illustrated by JASON ANGELO
Batman saves the day in this Funko POP! Little Golden Book featuring the classic 1989 Batman!
The classic 1989 Batman meets the quirky and loveable Funko POP! art style in this delightful Little Golden Book featuring Gotham City’s favorite Super Hero. When The Joker throws a sinister parade for Gotham City, it’s up to Batman to stop his antics! This collectable Little Golden Book will delight kids ages 2 to 5—as well as fans and collectors of all ages who love Little Golden Books, Funko POPs and the Caped Crusader.

Explore More

978-0-593-80901-3
GOLDEN BOOKS
$8.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¼ x 7¾
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

978-0-593-80829-0
GOLDEN BOOKS
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years
Happy Birthday, SpongeBob! (SpongeBob SquarePants)
Written by JENEANNE DEBOIS;
Illustrated by GOLDEN BOOKS
A Little Golden Book featuring Nickelodeon’s SpongeBob SquarePants.
Are you ready, kids? It’s SpongeBob’s birthday! Patrick, Sandy, Squidward and everyone else in Bikini Bottom is planning a surprise party for their favorite yellow sponge. But shh... it’s a surprise! Children 2 to 5 and fans of all ages will love this Little Golden Book.
Little Golden Books enjoy nearly 100% consumer recognition. They feature beloved classics, hot licenses, and new original stories... the classics of tomorrow.

Explore More

F is for Friends: An Alphabet Book (Funko Pop!)
Written by MARY MAN-KONG;
Illustrated by JOHN SKEWES
Rachel, Ross, Monica, Joey, Chandler, Phoebe and all the gang star in this first-ever Funko Pop! Friends ABC Little Golden Book!
A is for Apartment, B is for Ball, and C is for Couch! Friends fans can learn their ABCs with the adorable Funko Pop! versions of Rachel, Ross, Monica, Joey, Chandler, and Phoebe in this Friends alphabet Little Golden Book—perfect for children 2 to 5, as well as fans and collectors of all ages.
Little Golden Books enjoy nearly 100% consumer recognition. They feature beloved classics, hot licenses, and new original stories... the classics of tomorrow.

Explore More

978-0-593-80899-3
GOLDEN BOOKS
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

978-0-593-80868-9
GOLDEN BOOKS
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years
**Who Are These People? (Funko Pop!)**
Written by DAVID CROATTO; Illustrated by ROBERT ISLAS

From Seinfeld’s mailman Newman to Yev the soup guy, learning about the wacky people in New York City has never been more fun with the adorable Funko Pop! versions of Jerry, Elaine, George, Kramer, and other characters from Seinfeld, the best TV sitcom of all time! Perfect for children 2 to 5, Funko collectors of all ages, and fans of the hit television series Seinfeld will love this new addition to the Little Golden Books line.

**Circle of Life (Disney The Lion King)**
Lyrics by TIM RICE; Illustrated by COURTNEY LOVETT

Sing along to the iconic song “Circle of Life” from Disney The Lion King with this beautifully illustrated Little Golden Book!

Follow Simba’s journey from confident cub, to lost runaway, to the rightful king of Pride Rock. Featuring the lyrics from the song “Circle of Life” written by Tim Rice and Elton John as well as beautiful illustrations of iconic movie moments, this book is perfect for fans of Disney The Lion King ages 2 to 5 and Little Golden Book collectors of all ages!
The Lion King Little Golden Book Favorites (Disney The Lion King)

Written by GOLDEN BOOKS; Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM

Celebrate Disney The Lion King’s 30th anniversary with this collection of three Little Golden Book adventures featuring best-loved characters all in one book!

This hardcover Little Golden Book collection includes three exciting stories all in the same book starring Simba and his pals: The Lion King, No Worries, and Simba’s Daring Rescue. A great value, this book is perfect for kids ages 2 to 5 and Little Golden Book fans of all ages!

Little Golden Books enjoy nearly 100% consumer recognition. They feature hot licenses, beloved classics, and new original stories . . . the classics of tomorrow.

Explore More

Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2 Little Golden Book

Written by GOLDEN BOOKS; Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM

This Little Golden Book is based on the Disney and Pixar film Inside Out 2—in theaters summer 2024!

Disney and Pixar’s Inside Out 2 is an all-new adventure inside the mind of now-teenager Riley, who is definitely feeling all kinds of new Emotions. Amy Poehler returns as the voice of Joy. Directed by Kelsey Mann and produced by Mark Nielsen, Inside Out 2 is set for release in Summer 2024. This Little Golden Book retelling of the animated feature film is perfect for children ages 2 to 5, as well as Disney Little Golden Book collectors of all ages!

Explore More

978-0-7364-4440-8
GOLDEN/DISNEY
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ⅝ x 8
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

978-0-7364-4465-1
GOLDEN/DISNEY
$11.99 • Hardcover • 6 ⅜ x 7 ¼
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years
Kids & YA

The Princess and the Frog Little Golden Book (Disney Princess)
Written by VICTORIA SAXON; Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM
Experience Princess Tiana’s adventures from Disney The Princess and the Frog in this newly illustrated Little Golden Book retelling!
Ambitious and talented Tiana dreams of opening her own restaurant in New Orleans. When she meets a frog prince who desperately wants to be human again, a fateful kiss leads them both on a hilarious adventure through the mystical bayous of Louisiana. Working together, they find their way home and achieve their dreams! Featuring all new illustrations, this retelling of the film is perfect for Disney Princess fans ages 2 to 5 and Little Golden Book collectors of all ages!

One Cool Duck #3
Summer Games
Written by MIKE PETRIK
Duck and the gang are joined by Rhino, Turtle, Frog and the rest of the kids from the Cool Caboose in a mega game of capture the flag! If they get tagged by the other team, they are out of the game. The object is to capture the other teams flag! Mike Petrik is at his best as members of both teams try and outsmart each other. With plenty of excitement and the tension and high stakes kids adore, everyone races to the finish. But who wins?
In three short chapters, perfect for readers just gaining confidence, Duck and friends once again show that being cool is never about being mean!

Explore More
Also Available in Hardcover

Explore More

978-0-7364-4478-1
GOLDEN/DISNEY
$5.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 8
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 2-5 years

978-1-66264-031-5
HIPPO PARK
$8.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 8 ¼
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years

Covers may not be final
**Bunnybirds #1**  
**Written by NATALIE LINN**

In Princess Aster’s world, Bunnybirds live in contented isolation, keeping themselves detached from the world in order to practice magic and receive prophetic visions. Nothing is ever wrong, and no one is ever angry... even as Aster’s people seem to be slowly disappearing. But when her father is next to go, her goal is as definite and unclouded as her heart: she’s going to rescue him, no matter how.

**Explore More**

Also Available in Hardcover

---

**The Best Worst Camp Out Ever**  
**Written by JOE CEPEDA**

A boy and his father go on a camping trip! Despite one disaster after another, in the end, father and son agree it was their best weekend ever!

Simple text and comic-book style illustrations support comprehension in this delightful book, ideal for first graders.

**Explore More**

---

**978-0-8234-5793-9**  
HOLIDAY HOUSE  
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9  
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24  
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

**978-0-8234-5394-8**  
HOLIDAY HOUSE  
$14.99 • Hardcover • 6 x 9  
On Sale: 4/30/24 • FOC Date: 4/1/24  
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years
Alexandra, also known as Al, has been playing baseball with her older brothers for as long as she can remember. But when she ages out of Little League, it seems like it’s the end of the road for Al and the sport she loves. Until, that is, her friend Sammy suggests that Al try out for the middle school team—a team that has always been boys-only.

When Al makes the team, it seems like everything is going to work out. But with a tenth consecutive championship on the line for Brinkley Middle School and a team that can’t seem to get along, will their season ground out faster than Al can say “home run”? 

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

The Stupendous Switcheroo #2: Born to Be Bad
Written by MARY WINN HEIDER and CHAD SELL

The Stupendous Switcheroo—Switch for short—used to idolize legendary superhero Vik Valor. But now that he has finally gotten used to waking up with new powers every day, Switch isn’t so sure that Mr. Valor is one of the good guys. How could he be, if he put all of Switch’s new friends’ parents (who happen to be famous supervillains) in jail?

Switch is left with only one course of action: Operation Jailbreak. Switch will have to get their families back, if he ever wants to find out the truth about Vik Valor—and himself.

Explore More

Tryouts (A Graphic Novel)
Written by SARAH SAX

Alexandra, also known as Al, has been playing baseball with her older brothers for as long as she can remember. But when she ages out of Little League, it seems like it’s the end of the road for Al and the sport she loves. Until, that is, her friend Sammy suggests that Al try out for the middle school team—a team that has always been boys-only.

When Al makes the team, it seems like everything is going to work out. But with a tenth consecutive championship on the line for Brinkley Middle School and a team that can’t seem to get along, will their season ground out faster than Al can say “home run”? 

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover
Marvel Beginnings: First 100 Words
Written by SHEILA SWEENY HIGGINSON
Favorite Marvel characters team up to help your little one learn their first 100 words!
Everyone’s favorite Marvel characters are back in a new kid-friendly art style that’s sure to delight your budding Super Hero! This padded board book will help your child make the connection between words and their meaning with guidance from Spider-Man, Hulk, Thor, and more.

With a compact size, soft edges, colorful illustrations, and familiar faces, First 100 Words is perfect for growing minds.

Bluey: Let’s Play Outside!: A Magnet Book
Written by PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
Help Bluey create fun games for her friends with this magnet book! Based on the wildly successful animated series Bluey, as seen on Disney+

Use the magnets and your imagination to play along with Bluey and her friends! Play Keepy Uppy, I-Spy, Follow the Leader, and more. This activity book is perfect for Bluey fans!

Explore More
Mini Bluey: A Bluey Storybook
Written by PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
Get ready to see double in this fun storybook based on the wildly successful animated series Bluey, as seen on Disney+
When Dad complains about how different Bluey and Bingo are, Bluey decides to color Bingo to be more like her. But when Bluey paints herself to look more like her little sister, Mum and Dad like Big Bingo more! Will Bluey and Bingo learn to be happy just how they are? Read along to find out!
Explore More
Also Available in Hardcover

Game On! (LEGO City)
Written by STEVE FOXE; Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE
Join the LEGO® City Stunt Team in this Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader!
Children ages 4 to 8 will love reading about the LEGO® City Stunt Team as they compete to be in a racing video game in this Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader!
Step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular topics. For children who are ready to read on their own.
Explore More

978-0-593-75281-4
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24
Recommended Ages: 6-7 years

978-0-593-80894-8
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 6-8 years
Happy Birthday to You (LEGO)
Written by RANDOM HOUSE; Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE

Join a playful birthday party in this hardcover LEGO® storybook based on the happy birthday song!

You’re invited to a surprise birthday party featuring a cast of LEGO® minifigures! But before we can celebrate, there are gifts to wrap, pizzas to eat, decorations to hang, and a kitten to rescue. Putting a fun and creative LEGO spin on “Happy Birthday to You”, this jacketed hardcover storybook will make a great gift that’s sure to entertain boys and girls ages 4 and up.

Minecraft Stonesword Saga Chapter Book Boxed Set (Minecraft Stonesword Saga)
Written by NICK ELIOPULOS

Explore More

978-0-593-64866-7
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$17.99 • Hardcover • 8 ½ x 11
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 4-6 years

978-0-593-80813-9
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$59.94 • Boxed Set • 5 ½ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years
Ready. Set. Respawn! (Minecraft Ironsword Academy #1)
Written by CALEB ZANE HUETT
Embark on a thrilling new adventure set in the world of Minecraft, where danger lurks at every turn, and our heroes must protect the Minecraft server from being shut down forever. Don’t miss this action-packed chapter book series perfect for readers 6 to 9 and Minecraft fans of all ages!
Following the events of The Minecraft Woodsword Chronicle and The Minecraft Stonesword Saga series, the Evoker King has evolved into the Evoker Kid, a total noob who wants to experience everything the world of Minecraft has to offer. Unfortunately, he walks into danger at every turn, so it’s up to Morgan, Harper, and their friends to keep him safe.

The Powerpuff Girls Super-Fierce Coloring Book (The Powerpuff Girls)
Written by RANDOM HOUSE; Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE
Color big, bold scenes from Cartoon Network’s The Powerpuff Girls in this highly-detailed coloring book for all ages.
Join Blossom, Bubbles, and Buttercup as they save the City of Townsville from Mojo Jojo, Fuzzy Lumpkins, and other troublemakers. Featuring big, detailed images and heavy paper perfect for colored pencils and markers, this deluxe coloring book is sure to entertain fans of all ages.
Cartoon Network’s The Powerpuff Girls follow three sisters juggling school, homework, and monsters...all before bedtime. Blossom, Bubbles, and Buttercup aren’t your average little girls from Townsville: Together, they form the superhero team known to the world as The Powerpuff Girls.

978-0-593-80745-3
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$10.99 • Hardcover • 5 ⅜ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years

978-0-593-80839-9
RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
$18.99 • Trade Paperback • 10 x10
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 7 and up
Summer Vamp
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by VIOLET CHAN KARIM

After a lackluster school year, Maya anticipates an even more disappointing summer. The only thing she’s looking forward to is cooking and mixing ingredients in the kitchen, which these days brings her more joy than mingling with her peers… that is until her dad’s girlfriend registers her for culinary summer camp! Maya’s summer is saved! . . . or not.

What was meant to be a summer filled with baking pastries and cooking pasta is suddenly looking a lot . . . paler?! Turns out that Maya isn’t at culinary camp—she’s at a camp for VAMPIRES!

Also Available in Hardcover
Minecraft: The Tournament
An Official Minecraft Novel
Written by DAVAUN SANDERS
It’s a dream come true. Every year, only twenty-four kids in the entire state are selected to show off their Minecraft skills in the Southwest Regional Tournament. And Jett Warner just got his invitation.
The only thing Jett knows is that he’ll need a partner. And he’ll need to expect the unexpected—well, that and a totally sweet all-expenses-paid trip to a mountainside retreat for a week. The winner’s reward? Life-changing. The competition? The best of the best. The partner in his corner? His sister, Dri, a total Minecraft expert.
Wait, scratch that—Dri has a fever, and now Jett is going to have to team up with . . . Dad?!

Also Available in Hardcover

978-0-593-72245-9
RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
$17.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 5/21/24 • FOC Date: 4/22/24
Recommended Ages: 10 and up

978-0-593-37654-6
RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

Sweet Valley Twins: The Haunted House
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by FRANCINE PASCAL;
Illustrated by KNACK WHITTLE;
Adapted by NICOLE ANDELFINGER
There’s a new girl in Sweet Valley...and she’s a witch?! Join twin sisters Jessica and Elizabeth as they discover if the rumors match reality in this all new graphic novel from the The New York Times bestselling world of Sweet Valley Twins.
The buzz at Sweet Valley Middle School is all about Nora Mercandy, the new girl living in the town’s infamous haunted house. Jessica is convinced there’s something witchy about her, but Elizabeth thinks there’s more to the story. Caught in a whirl of rumors and a rift with her twin, can Elizabeth discover the truth before friendships are torn apart?

Also Available in Hardcover

978-0-593-72245-9
RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
$17.99 • Hardcover • 5 1/2 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 5/21/24 • FOC Date: 4/22/24
Recommended Ages: 10 and up

978-0-593-37654-6
RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 1/2 x 8
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

Explore More

Covers may not be final
Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2
Board Book

Written by RH DISNEY;
Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM

This sturdy board book is based on the Disney/Pixar film Inside Out 2—in theaters summer 2024! Disney and Pixar’s Inside Out 2 is an all-new adventure inside the mind of now-teenager Riley, who is definitely feeling all kinds of new Emotions. Amy Poehler returns as the voice of Joy. Directed by Kelsey Mann and produced by Mark Nielsen, Inside Out 2 is set for release in Summer 2024. Babies and toddlers will love this sturdy board book based on the animated feature film.

Explore More

Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2
Pictureback

Written by ERIN FALLIGANT;
Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM

This paperback storybook is based on Disney and Pixar’s Inside Out 2—coming to theaters Summer 2024! Perfect for children ages 3 to 7! Disney and Pixar’s Inside Out 2 is an all-new adventure inside the mind of now-teenager Riley, who is definitely feeling all kinds of new Emotions. Amy Poehler returns as the voice of Joy. Directed by Kelsey Mann and produced by Mark Nielsen, Inside Out 2 is set for release in Summer 2024. Children ages 3 to 7 will love this paperback storybook based on the animated feature film.

Explore More

978-0-7364-4451-4
RH/DISNEY
$8.99 • Board • 6 x 6 ½
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24
Recommended Ages: 0-3 years

978-0-7364-4451-4
RH/DISNEY
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 x 8
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24
Recommended Ages: 3-7 years
Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2
Step into Reading, Step 2
Written by RH DISNEY;
Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM
This Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader is based on the Disney and Pixar film Inside Out 2—in theaters summer 2024!
Disney and Pixar’s Inside Out 2 is an all-new adventure inside the mind of now-teenager Riley, who is definitely feeling all kinds of new Emotions. Amy Poehler returns as the voice of Joy. Directed by Kelsey Mann and produced by Mark Nielsen, Inside Out 2 is set for release in Summer 2024. Children ages 4 to 6 will love this Step 2 Step into Reading leveled reader based on the animated feature film.

Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2
Step into Reading, Step 3
Written by RH DISNEY;
Illustrated by DISNEY STORYBOOK ART TEAM
This Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader is based on the Disney and Pixar film Inside Out 2—in theaters summer 2024!
Disney and Pixar’s Inside Out 2 is an all-new adventure inside the mind of now-teenager Riley, who is definitely feeling all kinds of new Emotions. Amy Poehler returns as the voice of Joy. Directed by Kelsey Mann and produced by Mark Nielsen, Inside Out 2 is set for release in Summer 2024. Children ages 6 to 8 will love this Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader based on the animated feature film.

978-0-7364-4442-2
RH/DISNEY
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24
Recommended Ages: 4-6 years

978-0-7364-4444-6
RH/DISNEY
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24
Recommended Ages: 6-8 years
Inside My Mind: A Book About Me!
(Disney/Pixar Inside Out)
Written by RH DISNEY; Illustrated by RH DISNEY
Kids can complete this paperback journal and get to know their own minds, with some help from the characters from Disney/Pixar’s Inside Out! Disney/Pixar’s Inside Out takes you to a place that everyone knows but no one has ever seen: inside the human mind. Children ages 6 to 9 will love writing, doodling, solving puzzles, and more in this paperback journal featuring stickers, a full-color insert, and all their favorite characters from the film!
Buns Gone Bad
(Fluffle Bunnies, Book #1)

Written by ANNA HUMPHREY; Illustrated by IRMA KNIIVILA

This story starts, as stories often do, with a tragedy.

Three bunnies are left without their mother when she goes off to Brazil to learn jiu-jitsu.

The bunnies, Flop, Biggie and Boingie, learn some hard truths about life pretty quick: squirrels will take over your cozy nest as soon as you leave and refuse to give it back, dogs are to be avoided at all costs and raccoons will believe anything you tell them.

With quick thinking, ingenuity and maybe a little bit of raccoon manipulation, these three buns will take on all comers to be the rulers of the park. Will they win?

Well, this IS an origin story . . .

Explore More

Also Available in Hardcover

The Emotions’ Survival Guide
(Disney/Pixar Inside Out)

Written by RH DISNEY; Illustrated by RH DISNEY

Disney/Pixar’s Inside Out takes you to a place that everyone knows, but no one has ever seen: the world inside the human mind. Girls and boys ages 8 to 12 will love this nonfiction feelings survival guide featuring advice from the Emotions. Vetted by an industry expert, this hardcover book is 64 pages, features full-color illustrations, and has all the heart and humor of Disney/Pixar’s Inside Out!
Max and the Midknights: Battle of the Bodkins

Written by LINCOLN PEIRCE

Max didn’t expect knight school to be so tough. Luckily, she has her best friends—the Midknights—at her side. But when Byjovia is under attack, the Midknights will have to face beastly creatures, powerful spells, and their greatest foe yet—their own weaknesses?

Lincoln Peirce, author of the New York Times bestselling Max & the Midknights, brings more laughs, more adventures, and more silliness to Battle of the Bodkins, book two in the Max & the Midknights series.

Explore More

Loki: A Bad God’s Guide to Ruling the World

Written by LOUIE STOWELL; Illustrated by LOUIE STOWELL

Norse god Loki’s been able to avoid eternity in a pit of angry snakes, but living on Earth as an eleven-year-old is still a drag. When Thor and Loki’s “parents” abandon them to go on holiday, Odin sends Balder—Thor’s half brother and god of making Loki look bad—to babysit. Then there’s the school play. Despite Loki’s acting genius (it’s lying, after all), Thor is cast as the wonderful prince, while Loki is the villain. Loki starts to wonder: What’s the point of being good if everyone’s already decided you’re bad? Drama and hilarity ensue in this third doodle-packed diary that will have readers giving Loki a standing ovation.

Explore More

978-0-593-12593-9
YEARLING
$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

978-1-5362-2631-7
WALKER BOOKS US
$15.99 • Hardcover • 5 ⅜ x 7 ¾
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

Covers may not be final
Keep Your Hands Off Eizouken! Volume 7
Written by SUMITO OOWARA; Illustrated by SUMITO OOWARA; Translated by KUMAR SIVASUBRAMANIAN

Beyond the anime—the Eizouken storyline continues!

When Mizusaki begs Kanamori to fill in for her on a fashion shoot, Kanamori finds her campus rival in willpower, student council secretary Sowande, has been booked for the same gig!

But as always, the real rivalry in Eizouken is the creative one, as Mizusaki also realizes that she’s not the only talented amateur animator out there, and writer and director Asakusa ponders what it means to be able to successfully complete a work on their terms, if an outside audience doesn’t understand what they were trying to say!

Captain Momo’s Secret Base Volume 1
Written by KENJI TSURUTA; Illustrated by KENJI TSURUTA; Translated by DANA LEWIS

In the year 3019 AD, humanity has gotten even more work casual: most of the time, Momo doesn’t bother to wear her captain’s uniform—or anything at all—onboard the cargo vessel Blue Chateau, as she struggles against interstellar tedium, company directives, low battery strength, and her ever-underfoot cat John. But fear not, for equipped with plenty of reading material and a crate of peach liqueur, in the long haul past Proxima Centauri space slacker Captain Momo will at last prove Newton correct—a body at rest will remain at rest!

Presented shrink-wrapped with Mature Audiences advisory notice.

978-1-5067-3797-3 978-1-5067-4058-4
DARK HORSE MANGA  DARK HORSE MANGA
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 7 ¼ $14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 7 ¼
On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24  On Sale: 7/2/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Monster Cats Vol. 1
Written by PANDANIA

A full-color manga/comic about humans living with adorably monstrous cats, from the author of Yokai Cats and The Evil Secret Society of Cats.

Is it a banshee, a yeti, a gorgon, or...a cat? Monster Cats are a purrfect new breed of familiar furry friends crossed with freaky fun! If you think life with regular cats can get complicated, wait till you see what it’s like for people who live with these charming supernatural pets.

Purrfect for cat-lovers of all ages!
Hotaru is a 16-year-old high school first year who has always been ambivalent about love, preferring instead to have a lively life with her family and friends. So when she sees her schoolmate, Hananoi-kun, sitting in the snow after a messy, public breakup, she thinks nothing of offering to share her umbrella. But when he asks her out in the middle of her classroom the next day, she can’t help but feel that her life is about to change in a big way...

Covers may not be final

**The Kurosagi Corpse Delivery Service: Book Six Omnibus**

Written by EIJI OTSUKA;
Illustrated by HOUSUI YAMAZAKI;
Designed by BUNPEI YORIFUJI;
Translated by TOSHIFUMI YOSHIDA

Five students at a Buddhist college in Japan find there’s little call for their job skills...among the living, that is! But their unique talents allow them to work with the dead...carrying out the last wishes of those whose spirits are still trapped in their corpses, and can’t move on to the next life!

Book Six brings Kurosagi back to work...on some of their oddest jobs yet! When Numata’s fujoshi acupuncturist becomes the target of a manga-banning politician, it’s up to the Kurosagi gang to stick the needle into his power-hungry scheme.

**A Condition Called Love 8**

Written by MEGUMI MORINO

Hotaru is a 16-year-old high school first year who has always been ambivalent about love, preferring instead to have a lively life with her family and friends. So when she sees her schoolmate, Hananoi-kun, sitting in the snow after a messy, public breakup, she thinks nothing of offering to share her umbrella. But when he asks her out in the middle of her classroom the next day, she can’t help but feel that her life is about to change in a big way...

Covers may not be final

**Explore More**

**The Kurosagi Corpse Delivery Service: Book Six Omnibus**

**A Condition Called Love 8**

**Explore More**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>On Sale</th>
<th>FOC Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>978-1-64651-810-4</td>
<td><strong>A Condition Called Love 8</strong></td>
<td>KODANSHA COMICS</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
<td>Trade Paperback</td>
<td>5 x 7 ¼</td>
<td>5/28/24</td>
<td>4/29/24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Sign of Affection
Omnibus 1 (Vol. 1-3)
Written by SUU MORISHITA

Catch up on the manga before watching the anime! Includes Vol. 1-3.

Yuki, who’s always been deaf, is used to communicating with sign language and her phone. But she’s not used to English, so when a tourist from overseas asks for directions, she nearly panics...until a handsome stranger steps in to help. His name is Itsuomi, and it turns out he’s a friend of a friend. A charismatic globetrotter, Itsuomi speaks three languages, but he’s never had a deaf friend. The two feel drawn to each other and plan a date on a romantic winter’s night, but Yuki’s friend is afraid that she might be setting herself up to get hurt.

A-DO 2
Written by AMANO JAKU

UNLIKELY ALLIES
An explosive confrontation between Eito, Riko, and the army ends with Riko grievously wounded by Renji. Just when all hope seems lost, the sight of Riko’s body awakens a terrible power in Eito, and the mercurial Renji turns on his masters. Eito and Renji then go plunging over the bridge guardrails and into the river below. As the army issues a search for the two renegades, Colonel Tsujiura descends into the depths of the research facility to enlist some fiendish new allies...

978-1-64651-932-3
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24

978-1-64651-933-0
KODANSHA COMICS
$22.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 4/30/24 • FOC Date: 4/1/24
As a Reincarnated Aristocrat, I’ll Use My Appraisal Skill to Rise in the World 11 (manga)

Written by NATSUMI INOUE, JIMMY and MIRAIJIN A

A salaryman suffers a heart attack and is reborn in another world as Ars Louvent, the child of an aristocratic house. Though lacking in physical strength, Ars has a unique “appraisal” skill that lets him see other people’s stats and latent abilities. He puts this skill to the test by discovering a downtrodden young man with fearsome blade skills and a street urchin with a knack for magic. Has Ars found the diamonds in the rough that will help him secure his family’s fortunes?

Explore More

Anyway, I’m Falling In Love With You. 2

Written by HARUKA MITSUI

Love in the time of COVID-19? This new series pits the the crushes, nostalgia, and friendship of shojo manga against a crushing pandemic. Can it be that a determined high school girl is more resilient than anyone expected? Guaranteed to delight fans of popular romance comics like Komi Can’t Communicate and Skip and Loafer.

Just as Mizuho truly considers what Kizuki means to her, her long-admired Saito-sempai professes his feelings! With her system overloaded by new and conflicting emotions, Mizuho comes down with a fever. Her childhood friends are eager to help, but soon realize they have their own tumultuous feelings to face.

What does it mean to “love” someone?

Explore More
Blue Lock 12
Written by MUNEYUKI KANESHIRO; Illustrated by YUSUKE NOMURA
A mad young coach gathers soccer players from across the country to compete in a series of bizarre challenges in a high-tech colosseum he calls Blue Lock. It’s a no-balls-barred battle to become Japan’s next top striker, in this Squid Game–meets–World Cup manga, now available in print!
Anime airing now!
After making it through the grueling Second Selection, Isagi and the remaining thirty-four strikers prepare for their next challenge, a match against the current U-20 Japan team. At stake: a chance to represent Japan on the world stage as part of the U-20 team.

BLOOD BLADE 2
Written by OMA SEI
Count Dracula is reborn as a katana-wielding young vampiress in a new, never-seen-before action manga set in a gritty, alternate-history Europe. Fans of cinematic, gory, supernatural alternate histories, like Vampire Hunter D, Hellsing, and Dance in the Vampire Bund, will want to sink their fangs into BLOOD BLADE.

Explore More

978-1-64651-669-8
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 & 3/4 x 8 & 3/16
On Sale: 4/30/24 • FOC Date: 4/1/24

979-88-88771-22-8
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 & 3/4 x 8 & 3/16
On Sale: 5/21/24 • FOC Date: 4/22/24
Fed Up With Being the Spoiled Queen’s Genius Butler, I Ran Away and Built the World’s Strongest Army 1
Written by REIGA; Created by SKYFARM

Leet isn’t just any butler. His mistress, Princess Kilik, demands the impossible—and he delivers it, seven times before breakfast. But one day, Leet decides enough is enough, and he flees for a neighboring land where the talented rise up through the ranks instead of languishing in thankless, dead-end jobs. Under a new name, Lilt, he enrolls in a training and job placement program, and rapidly discovers that, easy as “wax on, wax off,” his butlering skills make him a valuable asset!

Explore More
Gachiakuta 2
Written by KEI URANA; Designed by HIDEYOSHI ANDOU
Rudo lives in the slums of a floating town, where the poor scrape by under the shadow of the rich who live a sumptuous life, simply casting their garbage off the side, into the abyss. Then one day, he’s falsely accused of murder, and his wrongful conviction leads to an unimaginable punishment—exile off the edge, with the rest of the trash. Down on the surface, the cast-off waste of humanity has bred vicious monsters, and if Rudo wants to have any hope of discovering the truth and seeking vengeance against those who cast him into Hell, he will have to master a new power!

Fire Force Omnibus 10 (Vol. 28–30)
Written by ATSUSHI OHKUBO
Includes Vol. 28–30 of the Fire Force manga.
In the year 198 of the Age of the Sun, Tokyo is a crowded cosmopolis. But the world’s most populous city is threatened by devils that cause people to burst into flame at random! The only ones who can stop it are the Fire Force, a team of specialized firefighters. The young Shinra, blessed with the ability to ignite his feet and travel at the speed of a rocket, wants nothing more than to be a hero, and knows that this is the place for him! But he’s not the best at following orders...

979-88-88770-94-8
KODANSHA COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ⅛
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24

979-88-88770-39-9
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ⅛
On Sale: 4/30/24 • FOC Date: 4/1/24
Gazing at the Star Next Door 2
Written by AMMITSU

What do you do when your best friend (and secret crush) becomes a national sweetheart? This story of unrequited love between a girl and her best friend, whose acting career is pulling him further and further away, is perfect for fans of In the Clear Moonlit Dusk and Kimi ni Todoke.

Chiaki is a pretty normal teenage girl. Since they were kids, she’s had a thing for her best friend Subaru—who’s fast becoming the hottest young actor in Japan! With Subaru threatening to slip away, Chiaki has a decision to make: Will she finally take her shot, or give Subaru up to his adoring public?

Go! Go! Loser Ranger! 10
Written by NEGI HARUBA

Thirteen years ago, an evil army of mysterious alien monsters invaded the Earth, but the great protectors of mankind—the Divine Dragon Rangers—rose up to stop them! To this day, the fate of the Earth hangs in the balance as the fierce struggle continues to unfold!

...Or does it?

In truth, the evil aliens were subjugated within the first year, and they’ve now become nothing more than clowns forced to act out their continuous defeat every week for the entertainment of the masses. They’re not real villains, being forced to crank out a monster a week for the Rangers to crush. But one of the aliens has had enough!

Explore More
I Can’t Say No to the Lonely Girl 2
Written by KASHIKAZE

In this juicy yuri manga, the goody-goody high school girl Sakurai meets a lonely girl—and ends up entangled in a web of blackmail that might just lead to romance. It’s hard to keep up with school when you can never say no to a devious classmate!

Ayaka is caught in a blackmail situation, obligating her to grant the new student Sora one request each day. The “requests” are surprisingly intimate, leaving Ayaka excited for more. Despite Sora’s affectionate gestures, Ayaka feels insecure.

“Where is our relationship going?
Next challenge? A hot new transfer student.
A love triangle up ahead?

Explore More

I See Your Face, Turned Away 1
Written by RUMI ICHINOHE

A bitter and sweet tale perfect for fans of A Sign of Affection and In the Clear Moonlit Dusk.

One might call Hikari extraordinarily ordinary. One day, she takes up a new hobby—imagining what a romance would be like between her pretty friend Mari and the cute guy in their class, Ohtani. It’s all in harmless fun, until the roles start to get tangled in Hikari’s mind. Does she really have to be just the best friend in this love story? And just who is on Ohtani’s mind when his eyes drift away...?

Explore More

979-88-88771-10-5
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24

979-88-88771-60-0
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24
Medalist 2
Written by TSURUMAIKADA

Inori is a little girl who dreams of becoming a figure skater. Yet, the obstacles to this dream feel insurmountable: Inori’s already “too old” (she’s 11); she’s always had trouble at school; and, worst of all, her older sister’s skating dreams ended in failure, so her mother is dead set against putting her other daughter through a similar experience. Still, the rink is the only place Inori can be herself, and she’s out on the ice when a fateful meeting takes place. Tsukasa, a frustrated coach on the edge of giving up competitive skating himself, will join Inori to form an unstoppable duo powered by hard work.

Explore More

---

Magus of the Library 7
Written by MITSU IZUMI

Ages 13 and up.

In the small village of Amun lives a poor boy named Theo. Theo adores books, but because of his pointed ears and impoverished life, he isn’t allowed to use the village library. As he endures the prejudice and hatred of the village, he dreams of going where such things don’t exist: Aftzaak, City of Books. But one day, Theo chances to meet a Kafna—a librarian who works for the great library of Aftzaak—and his life changes forever...

Explore More
Nina the Starry Bride 4
Written by RIKACHI

Nina was plucked off the streets because she resembled a dead priestess—but is this a lucky break, or a new kind of curse? Winner of the Kodansha Manga Award, this fantasy shojo manga features intertwining constellations of palace intrigue and perilous romance, for fans of The Ancient Magus’ Bride, The Apothecary Diaries, and Snow White With the Red Hair.

My Lovesick Life as a ‘90s Otaku 3
Written by NICO NICHOLSON

Relive the good old otaku days with this sentimental and comical reflection on a teen’s path to self-acceptance. This nostalgic coming-of-age story is perfect for fans of Wotakoi: Love is Hard for Otaku!

When watching anime was a place of refuge...

Megumi has finally uncovered the truth of her crush Masamune’s hatred of otaku—and its connection to his mother Fujiko. Determined to help, Megumi takes action, but can she work up the courage to reveal her own otaku nature to him? The plot thickens (and the target audience broadens) with the arrival of an even earlier otaku generation!
**Sailor Moon 8**  
*(Naoko Takeuchi Collection)*

Written by **NAOKO TAKEUCHI**

A new edition of the Sailor Moon manga, for a new generation of fans! Featuring an updated translation and high page count in a more affordable, portable edition, perfect to go wherever you or the legendary guardian in your life want to take it.

Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she’s never gotten good grades, and, well, she’s a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, it’s like, fwoosh, slice, kabloop, stab stab stab... My point is, this manga has REAL ULTIMATE POWER and, if you read it? Maybe you can too.

Explore More

---

**Ninja Vs. Gokudo 1**

Written by **SHINSUKE KONDO**

Shinhoa is a frickin’ NINJA. He can’t even smile because of a dark trauma in his past that you’ll find out about later. But for now, what you need to know is, he kicks ass and can kill so many guys. Kiwami, on the other hand, looks like a regular business guy, but actually he’s a flipping YAKUZA. Everyone knows ninjas and yakuzas have been at war for three hundred years, so when Kiwami and Shinhoa meet, it’s like, fwoosh, slice, kabloop, stab stab stab... My point is, this manga has REAL ULTIMATE POWER and, if you read it? Maybe you can too.

Explore More
Shangri-La Frontier 11
Written by RYOSUKE FUJI; Created by KATARINA
PENCILGON’S PROPOSAL
Having survived a fierce attack by one of the Shangri-La Frontier PK clans, Sunraku goes into the fighting ring against ten powerful monsters as part of a unique scenario. He barely escapes with his life, only to then receive an invitation from his gamer friend Pencilgon to help her take down a unique monster known as Wethermon the Tombguard. With Wethermon still undefeated by any of the game’s 30 million players, Sunraku may have bitten off more than he can chew!

She’s My Knight 2
Written by SAISOU
Popular boy secretly falls for princely girl in this gleeful borderline-parody of high school shojo manga that fans demanded in print! Prepare for a wacky, tongue-in-cheek shojo comedy like Monthly Girls’ Nozaki-kun!
Haruma Ichinose, 17, has been popular since he was born. So popular, in fact, that he figured no one could even come close...until he met Yuki Mogami. She’s tall, cool, collected, and totally makes him crazy. He may just be in love...but can he deal with falling for someone even more dashing than himself?

978-1-64651-976-7
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ⅛
On Sale: 4/30/24 • FOC Date: 4/1/24

978-1-64651-976-7
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ⅛
On Sale: 4/30/24 • FOC Date: 4/1/24
That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime: Trinity in Tempest (Manga) 8

Created by Fuse; Written by Tae Tono; Designed by Mitz Vah

With a concept and story by Fuse, the creator of That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime, Trinity in Tempest is the grand tour of Rimuru’s world that fans have always wanted. Through the eyes of three cute little monsters, one from the fox clan, one from the dragon clan, and one from the winged clan, readers will meet the residents of the utopia in Jura Forest, and get a peek at how they live their lives.

Explore More

That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime 24

Written by Fuse; Illustrated by Taiki Kawakami; Designed by Mitz Vah

The Newest Demon Lord Arrives!

Now that things have mostly been settled with Hinata, its time for Rimuru to announce his rise to Demon Lord to the world. Thus, Tempest prepares to hold a ceremony, inviting other countries to attend. Will the nation of monsters be able to convince people to respect its right to exist and its leader, though? It certainly seems like Rimuru has his work cut out for him.

Explore More
The Blue Wolves of Mibu 2
Written by TSUYOSHI YASUDA

Nio is an orphan who can’t help dreaming of a better world. In this action-packed manga, he meets two men who show him how much a few swords can change history. This riveting samurai chronicles the founding of the Shinsengumi by handsome and volatile men fighting for justice... and for themselves!

The year is 1863. It is a turbulent time in Japan, as rising anxieties about the modernizing world coincide with the decline of the shogunate, and the possibility of civil war looms. As disgruntled samurai flood into the city of Kyoto, a group of ronin warriors are recruited to maintain peace and protect the shogunate’s interests: the Mibu Roshigumi, later known as the Shinsengumi!

Explore More

The Great Cleric 9
Written by HIIRO AKIKAZE; Created by BROCCOLI LION; Designed by SIME

One man’s story of turning blood, sweat, and tears into a successful living—literally! After his untimely death as the hardest-working salary man in Japan, Luciel is reincarnated into the magical fantasy world Galdardia. Always the man with a plan, he recreates himself to be a healer, and sets about making his way in the world. But while Luciel knows a thing or two about making money, he knows absolutely nothing about Galdardia. Will his good heart and great work ethic be enough to make him... The Great Cleric?

Explore More

978-1-64651-814-2
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 3/16
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24

979-88-88770-84-9
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 3/16
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24
The Yearning Fox Lies in Wait
Written by NMURA

The year is 1920, the 9th year of the Taisho Period. Lifelong philomath Kiyo Fukasaku is ecstatic when he’s admitted into the Imperial University, and can’t wait to begin his new life in the nation’s capital...that is, until he gets lost and already finds himself on hard times on his first day in the big city. Luckily, he runs into Ozaki, an eccentric, seemingly well-off man who invites Kiyo to stay in his mansion. It turns out that Ozaki is a fox spirit who had some sort of connection to Kiyo’s grandfather, Seishirou, and he invites Kiyo to live with him as a way to repay Seishirou’s kindness.

Explore More

The Seven Deadly Sins: Four Knights of the Apocalypse 12
Written by NAKABA SUZUKI

Percival has always lived with his grandfather on the idyllic, remote God’s Finger. And though Percival loves the simple life, he longs for adventure. That is, until adventure comes knocking at his door, tearing away everything he’s ever known and leaving him alone in the world. Now Percival has no choice but to go out into the world and see what it holds... after all, it’s his destiny! Four Knights of the Apocalypse is a new story in the world of The Seven Deadly Sins, but can be enjoyed totally on its own!

Explore More

979-88-88770-08-5
KODANSHA COMICS
$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 1/2
On Sale: 5/7/24 • FOC Date: 4/8/24

979-88-88770-73-3
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 5/14/24 • FOC Date: 4/15/24
**Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua**

**Tsugumi Project 5**
Written by IPPATU

Leon and friends are back on the road to Sado, having narrowly survived a rocky reunion between Satake and her sister, Mikazuchi. Old wounds are healed, promises are made, and the seemingly ageless girl known as Tama becomes the newest addition to the party.

Just when things seem to be looking up, they run into a hulking, winged ape with a taste for “strange meat.” This foe may prove too great even for Satake, but Sado beckons across the sea. Is this the end of the line for the unlikely allies?

Explore More

---

**Turns Out My Online Friend is My Real-Life Boss! 1**
Written by NMURA

Hashimoto is a perfectly average salaryman, working a repetitive office job, made all the worse by his stylish, strait-laced boss, who insists everything be done by the book. Whatever he does for this perfectionist, it’s just not good enough! Thankfully, Hashimoto can go home to his favorite online video game, where he can unload on the forgiving shoulders of his best friend, whom he knows only by the name “Uma.” The duo make plans to meet in person, but when they do, Hashimoto is horrified by a revelation that will change his entire life...

Explore More

---

978-1-64651-806-7
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ⅜ x 8 ⅜
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24

978-98-88771-23-5
KODANSHA COMICS
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ⅜ x 8 ⅜
On Sale: 5/28/24 • FOC Date: 4/29/24

Covers may not be final
Wandance 9
Written by COFFEE
Kabo and Kabe show up for their B-Boy battle, where figuring out a team name is only the first of their problems. They soon find themselves running into old friends, old antagonists—and at least one fearsome dancer who seems to have it out for Kabe... If he and Kabo are going to make it to the top of the contest, they’ll have to figure out how to understand each other on the fly, or they might just get buried in the first round!

Vampire Dormitory 11
Written by EMA TOYAMA
BOUND BY BLOOD!
Mito has finally married her love, Ruka, and become a vampire herself. But she causes chaos when she can’t control her blood thirst, so Komori tells her that she must leave the Land of Vampires and undertake “bride training.” Once again donning a male disguise, Mito enrolls in a peculiar all-boys academy filled with enigmatic and charming young men... who all turn out to be nightmares, zombies, and even werewolves! Will Mito be able to keep her true identity hidden and succeed in becoming Ruka’s bride?

978-1-64651-913-2
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 5/21/24 • FOC Date: 4/22/24

978-1-64651-913-2
KODANSHA COMICS
$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ½
On Sale: 5/21/24 • FOC Date: 4/22/24
I’m Giving the Disgraced Noble Lady I Rescued a Crash Course in Naughtiness 5
Written by FUKADA SAMETAROU; Illustrated by ICHIHO KATSURA
Allen, a powerful sorcerer feared as the “Demon King” by all in town, wants nothing more than to enjoy his solitary existence, deep in the forest—that is, until the day he discovers a young woman unconscious in his neck of the woods and saves her from a band of knights. He soon learns the girl, Charlotte, was betrothed to the prince of the neighboring kingdom before he framed her for vicious crimes and forced her to flee for her safety. Moved by her plight and the pitiful life this disgraced noble had led, Allen stakes his own life on a promise: to give Charlotte a crash course in all that is naughty, and make her the happiest woman in the world!

Witch Hat Atelier 12
Written by KAMOME SHIRAHAMA
A beautifully-illustrated story about a girl who longs for magic in her life and learns that, on the inside, she already is what she wishes she could be. This lushly-drawn story has won an Eisner Award and a Harvey Award, and was voted one of the top 10 manga of the year in 2018 by the Japanese manga industry.
As the new trial comes to an end, one of Coco’s rewards from Beldaruit the Wise is the story of Qifrey’s past and how he came to desire the mysteries of magic. Feeling a connection with her own desire to save her mother, Coco departs for the source of all answers: the Tower of Tomes.
**My Unique Skill Makes Me OP Even at Level 1 vol 5** (light novel)

Written by MIKI NAZUNA

Ryota Sato gets the surprise of his life when he’s suddenly transported into another world and nearly clobbered at the hands of the young, pretty adventurer Emily Brown. This new world revolves around defeating monsters and profiting off whatever they drop—food, money, items, and more. Unfortunately for Ryota, he has no skills to speak of...until he learns he has otherworldly drop luck that brings him never-before-seen items! Suddenly his luck turns around...or does it?

**ORIGIN 4**

Written by BOICHI

From the renowned artist Boichi comes a gorgeous and shocking hard-boiled sci-fi classic!

If I don’t do something, everyone’s going to die. Origin arrives in Kyoto with Mai and Dr. Fermi, only to find the director of AEE’s A.I. Institute recalcitrant at best—but that’s the least of their worries after Origin’s robot brother GON shows up and goes on a merciless rampage! Committed to protecting Mai but unable to reveal his true identity, Origin must make a deal with the mysterious “data-mind” Y in order to find a way out of this lethal ordeal!
Seraph of the End: Guren Ichinose: Catastrophe at Sixteen (manga) 4
Written by YO ASAMI and TAKAYA KAGAMI
Desperate to save his retainers and friends, Guren makes the ultimate sacrifice and gives up his humanity to accept the demon in his cursed gear, thereby transforming himself into a demon as well. His newfound demonic powers help him protect the people important to him, but the victory is short-lived. Hours later, the Imperial Demons’ presumed heir, Kureto Hiragi, takes all of Guren’s family and their followers hostage and presents Guren with an impossible choice: track down and kill his childhood love Mahiru Hiragi within a month, or watch as the Hiragis execute everyone in his clan—starting with his father.

The Darwin Incident 5
Written by SHUN UMEZAWA
Half-human, half-chimpanzee Charlie’s birth mother Eva is dead—but her startling last message could change everything. Even as Charlie and his friends struggle with the possible existence of another humanzee, a fateful encounter forces them to accept the truth...
And now Charlie faces his greatest challenge yet!
Virgin Love 3
Written by TINA YAMASHINA
Still reeling from her failed Christmas Eve date with Kei and an unexpectedly heart-pounding moment with Tanaka, Shoko agrees to join her housemates on their very first group trip to a hot springs resort. But what should be the perfect moment to relax and reset very quickly becomes another source of intoxicating, mixed signals that leave Shoko more rattled than ever. And the snapshot of in-house situationships soon gets even more complicated by the revelation that the usually cool and composed Rio has also started to fall for someone in the Love House...

Explore More

To the Abandoned Sacred Beasts 15
Written by MAYBE
The capital, Newfort, is engulfed in fire, and there is now no turning back. Enemies, allies, and Incarnates alike lay down their lives for what they believe in. What will become of the fate of the Incarnates at the end of this deadly war?
The dark fantasy masterpiece, created by the editors behind Attack on Titan and Flowers of Evil, twirls towards its dramatic finale!

Explore More
What Did You Eat Yesterday? 21
Written by FUMI YOSHINAGA

From the James Tripee Award Winning author, Fumi Yoshinaga, comes a casual romance between two 40-year-old men and the many meals they share together.

A hard-working middle-aged gay couple in Tokyo come to enjoy the finer moments of life through food. After long days at work, either in the law firm or the hair salon, Shiro and Kenji will always have down time together by the dinner table, where they can discuss their troubles, hash out their feelings and enjoy delicately prepared home cooked meals!

Explore More

365 Days to the Wedding Vol. 3
Written by TAMIKI WAKAKI

MEETING THE FAMILY TO STAY OUT OF SIBERIA

It was inevitable that Honjouji Rika would end up meeting Takuya’s family if they were to continue with their fake engagement plan, but nothing could have prepared her for the excitable Oohara lot! The two arrive in Kuma-moto, intent on coming clean, but is that really so easy? And why is it that meeting Takuya’s beautiful and peppy childhood friend has Rika feeling so glum? Can the fake couple convince the Ooharas that they’re really not betrothed? Can they even convince themselves?

Inspired the TV Drama Map for the Wedding and an Anime Adaptation!

Explore More
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A Cat from Our World and the Forgotten Witch Vol. 2
Written by HIRO KASHIWABA
In her youth, Jeanne was a powerful witch who vanquished the evil Demon King and saved the world—but over time, the people she rescued have forgotten about her and her noble deeds. Now she is a short-spoken old woman, living by herself in a secluded forest...until she summons a cat from Earth to her home. The former city kitty is now the size of a giant, and must acclimate to this new world at Jeanne’s side. Through eating the food Jeanne prepares, and offering a head for pats, can this furry feline soothe the loneliness of the forgotten witch?

BL First Crush Anthology: Five Seconds Before We Fall in Love
Written by KAORI TSURUTANI; Contributions by MITO, KEN HOMERUN, AZUSA BANJO and VARIOUS
Romance can spark anywhere: on the soccer field, in the office, or in the classroom in these manga short stories by various creators. A Boys’ Love manga collection about falling in love for the first time!

Whether between best friends, co-workers, classmates, or otherwise, this is a montage of the moments where sparks begin to fly. This manga collection features twenty-nine short Boys’ Love stories from a variety of hit manga artists, including the creators of BL Metamorphosis, Manly Appetites, I Think I Turned My Childhood Friend Into a Girl, and more!
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Black Night Parade Vol. 3
Written by HIKARU NAKAMURA
Former convenience store employee Hino Miharu is getting used to living at the North Pole and working at his new job as a bad Santa. Excited about the prospect of potentially becoming a Reindeer, a position that is compensated beyond his wildest dreams, Miharu is blindsided by learning that his deceased father may have been the last red Santa Claus. To add to the confusion, Miharu ends up witnessing his hot mess of an ex-coworker, Kaiser-kun, pull off the utterly impossible! The intrigue deepens in the North Pole Winter Wonderland in the exciting third volume of Black Night Parade!

Breakfast with My Two-Tailed Cat Vol. 2
Written by AI SHIMIZU
A talking supernatural cat rescues a man from loneliness as they enjoy a peaceful country life and delicious food.
Souichiro’s wife wanted to retire to the countryside, but soon after they achieve this dream, she dies. So he won’t be left alone, their pet cat Nii turns into a talking nekomata, a two-tailed yokai cat. Together they share a heartwarming slow life, cooking and eating delicious food surrounded by nature. Enjoy freshly baked bread, handmade jam, fluffy omelets, and seasonal vegetables with the members of this unusual household.
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CANDY AND CIGARETTES Vol. 8
Written by TOMONORI INOUE

BORDERS OF FRIENDSHIP
Miharu and Raizou set off for the Middle East to find and take down Zack and Kiera Falcone, weapons dealers extraordinaire. Their search leads them deep into the heart of a war-torn region known as the Frontier, where armed militias roam free. Once again, Miharu runs into the young mercenary Bersa. But why is Miharu so determined to save her enemy’s skin?

Explore More

Chillin’ in Another World with Level 2 Super Cheat Powers (Manga) Vol. 8
Written by MIYA KINOJO; Illustrated by AKINE ITOMACHI; Contributions by KATAGIRI

PEACE...AND WAR!
With a display of his prodigious power, Flio brings the conflict between humans and demons to an uneasy halt. At last, he can explore the possibility of peaceful coexistence between the two forces. Then Flio discovers that his time manipulation magic had a terrible cost: it cut off Wyne, the wyvern girl in his care, from her kin—forever! Rys and the rest of Flio’s companions watch on as his regret drives him to desperation...Can Flio’s friends help him bear the terrible burden of his incomprehensible abilities? If they can’t, their whole world may be in danger!
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Classroom of the Elite (Manga) Vol. 10
Written by SYOUGO KINUGASA; Illustrated by YUYU ICHINO; Contributions by TOMOSESHUNSAKU
LAST-DITCH EFFORT
Students of the prestigious Tokyo Metropolitan Advanced Nurturing High School are given remarkable freedom—if they can win, barter, or save enough points to work their way up the ranks! As the second special test draws to a close, Ayanokouji and Horikita are determined to make sure Class D comes out ahead. Class C’s Ryuuen continues to work in the shadows, undermining everything they do. There’s no way to tell how the test will shake out, even right up to the very end!

Cutie and the Beast Vol. 4
Written by YUHI AZUMI
Girl meets “scary” pro wrestler (who’s actually a sweet guy) in this fun shoujo romance that draws on the wild world of wrestling!
Unlike her friends who are into pretty boys, Momoka has a crush on a giant professional wrestler named Kuga who plays a villainous heel on TV. But in real life, Kuga is a big softie, and he really appreciates her fan mail! In this lighthearted romantic comedy, a little TV crush for a very big man might just grow into something more.
The final volume!
Dungeon Builder: The Demon King’s Labyrinth is a Modern City! (Manga) Vol. 9
Written by RUI TSUKIYO; Illustrated by HIDEAKI YOSHIKAWA
A CITY FILLED WITH SMILES IS THE GREATEST WEAPON!
When Balam, the Demon Lord of Darkness, reveals he had been pulling strings in Stolas’s war and requests a collaboration, Procel launches on a mission to rid himself of the troubling Demon Lord. Why, what better way to deter the Demon Lord of Darkness than by filling his own city with light? As his countermeasure against Balam, Procel begins his city’s newest project—a casino! Can his city full of smiles deter a surly fellow demon lord?

Dance in the Vampire Bund: Age of Scarlet Order Vol. 11
Written by NOZOMU TAMAKI
BELLY OF THE BEAST
The Dowager Empress, thought dead, is not only still alive, but has transformed into her avatar form—that of an enormous flying dragon—and has set her sights on destroying the Vampire Bund once and for all. Worse still, Mina, Minmei, and Li have been swallowed whole and are now trapped inside Dowager’s monstrous body, where nightmares (and shocking revelations) await our heroes around every corner!

Covers may not be final
Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess (Manga) Vol. 7
Written by AKISUZU NENOHI; Illustrated by AO SONOHARA; Contributions by KOMA WARITA and SHERRY

NEW SKELETON FRIENDS
With the tournament wrapped up, the Immortal Princess Anastasia gets back to exploring the unimaginable limits of the VR MMORPG Free Life Fantasy Online, which now includes summoning her own skeleton servants! But just how useful can they be? And how deep can the study of Alchemy really get? And how can you get to the nether? Anastasia is overwhelmed with new questions, and there’s really only one way to get answers! It’s time to explore even more of this world!

Explore More

Easygoing Territory Defense by the Optimistic Lord: Production Magic Turns a Nameless Village into the Strongest Fortified City (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by SOU AAKIKE; Illustrated by MARO AOIRO; Contributions by KURURI

A FORMER CHILD PRODIGY IS LIVING HIS BEST LIFE!
Exiled to a rustic town, Van decides to make the most of it and live an easygoing country life. When he arrives, however, he finds that bandits have attacked the village. He and his friends rescue the townspeople, but their job is far from over. Van will have to use his so-called “useless” magic to fortify and protect his new territory!

Explore More
Happy Kanako’s Killer Life Vol. 7
Written by TOSHIYA WAKABAYASHI
A SHOWDOWN WITH ALL MY FRIENDS
People will tell you that mixing love and work is a bad idea. And when you’re a killer for hire, relationship drama can have especially deadly consequences! Kanako finds herself in a guns-drawn confrontation with a bunch of her fellow female assassins. She may have a notorious reputation in the underworld as the most dangerous up-and-coming hitman around, but that didn’t prepare her for a battle over a man’s love!

Headhunted to Another World: From Salaryman to Big Four! Vol. 6
Written by BENIGASHIRA;
Illustrated by MURAMITSU
THE ULTIMATE TEAM-BUILDING EXERCISE
Uchimura embarks on a perilous journey with a small band of the Demon Kingdom’s finest warriors to rescue Ulmandra, who’s been kidnapped. They attempt to infiltrate the castle disguised as a traveling group of merchants. Their plan is quickly thwarted, though, by none other than Ulmandra’s kidnapper—the dreadful Van!
In dire straits, Uchimura comes up with a peculiar plan that just might be crazy enough to work!
His Majesty the Demon King’s Housekeeper Vol. 6
Written by SAIKO WADORI;
Illustrated by MIKA KAJIYAMA

A lighthearted shojo tale about a high school girl who uses her passion for cleanliness to fix up a fantasy world!

For Takatsuki Sakura, a trip to the library turns into a fantastical journey. She has been swept away to a grandiose castle ruled by a gorgeous demon king. Magic and wonder covers every room. Taking it in, Sakura can hardly breathe... because of all the dust and dirt. A curse has prevented this kingdom from cleaning. Only Sakura and her housekeeping knowhow can scrub away this dark magic grime!

Explore More

Hitomi-chan is Shy With Strangers Vol. 8
Written by CHORISUKE NATSUMI

THE GIFT OF LOVE

After finding out about Hitomi-chan’s birthday at the last minute, Usa-kun rushes to get her a present and take her out for the day. Seeing her wholehearted smile gives him the courage he needs to confess his true feelings. But how will Hitomi-chan respond?!
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I’m in Love with the Villainess (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by INORI;
Illustrated by AONOSHIMO;
Contributions by HANAGATA
TREACHERY ON THE HIGH SEAS!
Rae is delighted when Claire decides to spend summer vacation in Rae’s hometown of Euclid. She’s extra delighted when she gets to see Claire in a swimsuit! But their fun is cut short when a ghost ship drifts into the harbor crewed by the undead! The girls will need to use their magical abilities to protect the city, but they soon realize that there is a traitor close to them! Can Rae figure out who it is in time?!

Explore More

I’m the Evil Lord of an Intergalactic Empire! (Manga) Vol. 4
Written by YOMU MISHIMA;
Illustrated by KAI NADASHIMA;
Contributions by NADARE TAKAMINE
ALLIED IN WICKEDNESS
Lord Liam’s time on the Razel Estate has been mostly busywork and manual labor. What a waste of time! Liam has found one good thing in the drudgery—his roommate Kurt is a fellow Evil Overlord. But Kurt isn’t living up to his full potential. Some suggestions here and tutelage there will change that. Together the two can make an unbreakable bond of wickedness!
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Lazy Dungeon Master
(Manga) Vol. 8
Written by SUPANA ONIKAGE;
Illustrated by NANAROKU
The DM WHO CRIED WOLF
With Dragon Suzuki now a permanent fixture in Keima’s dungeon (literally), things seem to finally be taking a turn for the peaceful. That is, until Keima is made mayor of the newly established town surrounding the inn! His first order of business – defeat the wolf-like creature invading his territory. Yet no matter how many golems he throws at it, the beast just keeps on coming! Is this the end for Keima and the Cave of Desire?!

Explore More

Kageki Shojo!! Vol. 11
Written by KUMIKO SAIKI
Ever since she was a little girl, Sarasa has wanted to play the role of Oscar as part of the Kouka Acting Troupe, an all-female acting troupe similar to the Takarazuka Revue. But before she can do that, she has to attend two years at the Kouka School of Musical and Theatrical Arts. As Sarasa practices singing, dancing, and acting, she grows closer to the other girls in her year, including her roommate, the stoic former J-idol, Ai. Though Sarasa is great at making friends, her outspoken nature and grand ambitions earn her lots of enemies as well. Can Sarasa keep her upbeat attitude and achieve her dream of stardom?
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Mushoku Tensei: Roxy Gets Serious Vol. 11
Written by RIFUJIN NA MAGONOTE; Illustrated by SHOKO IWAMI; Contributions by SHIROTAKA
TEACHER AND APPRENTICE, TOGETHER AT LAST
After graduating from the Ranoa University of Magic, Roxy moves from one place to another in search of work. It’s not easy for a demon to find a job in human territory, and it’s even harder for one who looks as young as Roxy does. Just when her traveling funds start to run out, she finds a request for a new tutor for the son of a knight in Buena Village…and departs for her fated meeting with the young Rudeus Greyrat!

Explore More

Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid: Fafnir the Recluse Vol. 4
Written by COOLKYOUSINNJYA; Illustrated by NOBUYOSHIZAMURAI
The otaku dragon from the original hit manga series (which inspired the anime and multiple spin-offs) stars in a manga of his own!
Fafnir is a dark, brooding curse dragon from the same world as Tohru, Kanna, and their friends. He’s also an otaku who’s as obsessed with games, merch, and doujinshi as he is with gold, jewels, and destroying all humans. This latest spin-off from the highly popular Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid offers a peek into the timeless bromance of Fafnir and Takiya, two otaku sharing an apartment. The life of a recluse is busier than you might expect!
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My Lovey-Dovey Wife is a Stone Cold Killer Vol. 6
Written by DONTEN KOSAKA

In this newlywed comedy, a man tries to settle down with his sweet wife...who happens to be a contract killer!

Meet Setsuna. She’s cute, sexy, and deadly. When she’s not out murdering people as a professional assassin, she’s nesting at home, trying to adjust to a domestic life with her new husband. She skewers ingredients for dinner, draws a knife on unwanted solicitors, and sleeps with one eye open, just in case enemies sneak in. Her lovestruck husband doesn’t ask her a lot of questions about her day job, so this arrangement can work if love conquers all, right? This romantic comedy is dangerously sexy!

Explore More

My Girlfriend’s Not Here Today Vol. 1
Written by KIYOKO IWAMI

In this salacious yuri/Girls’ Love tale by the creator of Transparent Light Blue, one young woman becomes trapped in a cycle of blackmail and infidelity.

Pent up and tired of her apathetic girlfriend, Asahina Yuni turns to an anonymous online account to let it all out. It’s just another day of doomscrolling after class when Asahina gets swept away in conversation with the beautiful, outgoing Taki. When Taki turns out to be following Asahina’s private account, it’s cute... right? Taki would never blackmail Asahina... right? With every new lie, the web of secrets and erotic desire grows ever-tighter!
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My Status as an Assassin Obviously Exceeds the Hero’s (Manga) Vol. 5

Written by MATSURI AKAI; Illustrated by HIROYUKI AIGAMO; Contributions by TOUZAI

Akira was summoned to a world of swords and sorcery along with his entire high school class, where they obtained fantastical powers beyond their wildest dreams. But not all was as it seemed. After being betrayed by the king who summoned them, Akira is on the run, framed for the death of his dear friend and marked for elimination. Now, after several adventures, Akira and his elven companion Amelia have arrived on the continent of Brute, the home of the beastfolk. It’s also the home of the world’s greatest blacksmith, and in order to repair his jet-black katana, Akira will need to secure his aid.

Explore More

My Sister Took My Fiance and Now I’m Being Courted by a Beastly Prince (Manga) Vol. 1

Written by YU SAKURAI; Illustrated by KIDUKI HOSHIKAWA; Contributions by REN HIDOU

A shojo/josei fantasy romance about a scorned noblewoman and a lion of a prince!

Cordelia, daughter of a countess, can’t seem to get married—mostly because her little sister Priscilla keeps stealing the hearts of her suitors. Ready to resign herself to a spinster fate, Cordelia is surprised when a handsome man suddenly courts her—and he’s a prince, no less! Prince Leonhardt, who possesses the power of a legendary lion, is a widely admired man but has his own quirks, such as pursuing Cordelia because he was drawn to her scent. How cat-like is this man?! A fun (and feline) fantasy romance!

Explore More
Mysterious Disappearances Vol. 1
Written by NUJIMA

Mysteries aren’t just secrets, they’re objects! There is the Elixir of the Moon, which restores one’s youth! The Songs of Another World, which must never be uttered aloud. The Curious Report of the Enchanted Land, which contains the testimonies of those who have been spirited away! And now, in Tokyo, these mysteries and more are reappearing in the form of urban legends. Burnt-out novelist Ogawa Sumireko and demon boy Adashino Ren are out to collect as many as possible, but Sumireko has a knack for not just finding but triggering the magical effects of the mysteries! Will she survive her brush with the supernatural?! Does the demonic Ren have other plans for her?!

Only the Stars Know
Written by NAGISA FURUYA

Sora hasn’t been having a great weekend. Not only did he lose his job, but now his girlfriend’s left him as well. Weighed down by misery and disappointment, he stumbles upon a stranger in the park. With a stunning meteor shower above and a friendly ear to his side, the young college student is offered a brief respite from his problems. But when the stranger leans in for a kiss, Sora is left dumbstruck. Was this chance encounter just a new problem to add to the list or have the stars finally aligned in his favor?

Explore More
Otaku Elf Vol. 7
Written by AKIHiko HIGUCHI
At the historic Takamimi Shrine, Elda’s quiet and comfortable days continue. Along with her miko Koganei, they allow pursuits like intricate puzzles, magic tricks, and art to fill their days—along with some online shopping on the down-low, of course! From elf camping trips to elf exchanges, Elda’s easy life endures.

Explore More

Precarious Woman Executive Miss Black General Vol. 10
Written by JIN
In a desperate attempt to beat the “Organization,” Braveman and the General have teamed up! The “Organization” has managed to acquire a sponsor, the shark-toothed ex-hero Carcha, and he has some...interesting theories about the nature of true evil—and how it should be defeated. Can they work together long enough to crush this mastermind’s crazy ideology before it’s too late?

Explore More
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**Reborn as a Barrier Master (Manga) Vol. 6**
Written by KOGITSUNE KANEKIRU;
Illustrated by HARUYOSHI KOBAYAKAWA

A FUNERAL AND A WEDDING?!
Suddenly reincarnated in another world as a six-year-old slave, Linus has grown as a talented Barrier Master. Having rescued the First Princess Ricolette from a conspiracy, he has somehow found himself engaged to her! After their formal introductions, Ricolette moves to Linus’ mansion and immediately opens up to Peris and Meirius. However, Meirius has feelings that even she doesn’t understand and seems troubled...

**ROLL OVER AND DIE: I Will Fight for an Ordinary Life with My Love and Cursed Sword! (Manga) Vol. 5**
Written by KIKI;
Illustrated by SUNAO MINAKATA;
Contributions by KINTA

After discovering a monstrosity made up of human bodies in the streets of the city, Flum is shaken to her very core. Seeing her master so uneasy, Milkit summons the courage to speak her mind in a way that Flum has never witnessed before. Meanwhile, Ottilie and Eterna continue their covert investigation into the Church of Origin and the savage experiments they’ve been performing in secret. When they appear to hit a dead end, though, Eterna decides it’s time to question Ink, the mysterious girl currently living in Flum’s home. Could she have the answers they seek?

---
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She Professed Herself Pupil of the Wise Man (Manga) Vol. 11
Written by RYUSEN HIROTSHUGU; Illustrated by DICCA*SUEMITSU; Contributions by FUZICHOCO
The isekai fantasy tale of a young man sucked into another world, where he must roleplay an old man in a young woman’s body—which is now an anime from Funimation! (And don’t miss the original light novels, also from Seven Seas!)
Sakamori Kagami has awakened in the world of Ark Earth Online, a game he plays religiously. The catch? Instead of his normal avatar—an old, bearded sorcerer—he finds himself in the body of a girl! Now he must convince the people of this world that he—she—is a pupil of the legendary wise man who vanished without a trace thirty years ago.

Skip and Loafer Vol. 9
Written by MISAKI TAKAMATSU
SEIZE THE SUMMER!
It’s the second-years’ last shot at a proper summer vacation before third-year responsibilities kick in, and what better way to spend it than by living it up in the country? Mitsumi and the gang are Ikajima-bound, and chilling with Mitsumi’s family might be just what it takes to bring hidden feelings to light!
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Stars of Chaos: Sha Po Lang (Novel) Vol. 3
Written by PRIEST
The discovery of violet gold, a vital fuel for steam-powered machines, propelled the empire of Great Liang into an age of prosperity. But for Chang Geng, a young man raised on the impoverished northern border, the concerns of the empire are as distant as the stars above.

When raiders from the north attack Chang Geng’s small village, he discovers that the life he knows is a lie. His mother, his teacher, and even his godfather whom he trusted more than any other, Shen Shiliu, are not what they seem. As enemy nations close in, Chang Geng follows his godfather to the heart of the imperial capital, where a greater fate lies in store for him.

The Country Without Humans Vol. 5
Written by IWATOBINEKO
THE END BEGINS
The final stages of Big Basilta’s plan are underway! Shii can claim the throne of the country without humans if she wants it, but the king won’t go down without a fight. The country wavers on the edge of destruction—what fate lies ahead for the golems and their creators?
Find out in the final volume of The Country Without Humans!

The final volume!
The Great Snake’s Bride Vol. 3
Written by FUSHIASHIKUMO
SHEDDING THE SKINS OF THE PAST
Miyo and Daija have slowly grown closer as their unconventional relationship deepens. Now they feel ready to try and deepen their physical connection as well. But both bear scars from the past. Miyo shares her family’s sad history and the source of her pain—before a mysterious monk hunting for Daija brings his own history to light. The gulf between species is a vast one, and dark clouds loom on the horizon, threatening what seemed so recently like a blissful relationship.

Explore More

The Duke of Death and His Maid Vol. 12
Written by INOUE
DARK STORMS AND DARK HEARTS
One dark and stormy night, a ghostly couple visit the Duke and Alice. It’s a tragic tale of lost love, broken hearts, and jealousy. At the center is a witch and her curse. At last, the truth of the Duke’s curse is revealed!

Explore More
The NPCs in this Village Sim Game Must Be Real! (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by HIRUKUMA;
Illustrated by KAZUHIKO MORITA;
Contributions by NAMAKO

FANTASY AND REALITY COLLIDE IN THIS THRILLING CONCLUDING VOLUME!

Thanks to being selected as a player of the mysteriously realistic Village of Fate, Yoshio’s life has been changing for the better. Everything seems to be going well for him these days, and the village welcomes its newest residents: Kan and Lan, a pair of furry friends. Yet a sudden real-life PVP encounter brings Yoshio head-to-head with another gamer with a strikingly dark goal. The fate of the village hangs in the balance as two gods clash!

The final volume!

Explore More

The Weakest Tamer Began a Journey to Pick Up Trash (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by HONOBONORU500;
Illustrated by TOU FUKINO;
Contributions by NAMA

AN UNSETTLING PRESENCE LOOMS CLOSER...

Although Ivy and the Sword of Flames arrive in Otolwa safely, she still cannot shake the unpleasant gaze clinging to her every move. Rattloore and the others decide to capture the “organization” they believe to be the culprit, and despite her fear, Ivy resolves to stand with them. But will her bravery last when she learns the truth?

Explore More
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Covers may not be final
The White Mage Doesn’t Want to Raise the Hero’s Level Vol. 2
Written by KIRIE

LET’S HAVE A FOURSOME!
With baby-faced thief Latt and the sexy sage Alma added to their ranks, Irie and Shina’s party is sure to succeed in leveling Irie up and dealing with the Demon Lord! But some scandalous succubi have designs of their own on Arie, and Shina is still keen to keep Irie weak enough to cuddle forever. Will Irie ever return home? Will he even want to after the women of the fantasy realm get their hands on him?!

Explore More

Though I Am an Inept Villainess: Tale of the Butterfly-Rat Body Swap in the Maiden Court (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by SATSUKI NAKAMURA; Illustrated by EI OHITSUJI; Contributions by KANA YUKI

THE HARVEST LOOMS
The Maiden Court’s blazing summer of plots and curses wanes into cooler autumn days. Keigetsu buckles down to restore the Palace of Vermillion Stallion in the turbulent wake left by the ex-Noble Shu, along with Reirin’s bolstering support. That fateful Double Sevens night almost seems like a different lifetime, but the seasonal change also marks a big event—the Harvest Festival, a chance for the Maidens to trade the palace for the southern region, in none other than...Shu!

Explore More

Covers may not be final
True Love Fades Away When the Contract Ends (Manga) Vol. 1
Written by KOSUZU KOBATO; Illustrated by MURASAKI SHIDO
Fiona Clayburn, a headstrong young noblewoman with a passion for art, has no interest in succumbing to the arranged marriage her father plans for her. Getting married would require her to quit her job at her uncle’s art gallery and forsake her independent lifestyle. A fateful meeting with Giles Bancroft, an aloof young man and heir to the earl, presents a way out. Giles, like Fiona, wants nothing more than to stay single, so together, they hatch a scheme to achieve their common goal of avoiding marriage: pretend to be destined lovers!

What He Who Doesn’t Believe in Fate Says Vol. 4
Written by OMU THE RICE
INCHING CLOSER TO A KISS
Yuka and Kosuke are finally dating. Unfortunately, she’s too shy to even hold his hand, nevermind anything beyond that. A month has passed without a kiss, so Yuka runs to her friend Yukiho for dating advice. She’s gonna make a romantic atmosphere, no matter what!
Didn’t I Say to Make My Abilities Average in the Next Life?! (Light Novel) Vol. 18

Written by FUNA; Illustrated by ITSUKI AKATA

A NEW CONTINENT AWAITS!
The Crimson Vow saved the world, and raced up the ranks of the aristocracy as their reward. But they’re not about to rest on their laurels—especially when there are still uncharted lands to explore. Even the Wonder Trio are on the move, registering as hunters in this new land. Clever, dangerous new monsters, a hitherto-unseen Fluffy Paradise, and more inter-party drama await the Crimson Vow as they set out once more!

Explore More

Easygoing Territory Defense by the Optimistic Lord: Production Magic Turns a Nameless Village into the Strongest Fortified City (Light Novel) Vol. 2

Written by SOU AAKIKE; Illustrated by KURURI

GOING BALLISTIC!
Van is hard at work using his past-life knowledge and production magic to enhance his little hamlet in exile. This time around, he’s built some beefy ballistae and blasted a forest dragon! Soon the king himself is swinging by for an impromptu royal visit, and a newly discovered dungeon has adventurers flooding in. With all this hustle and bustle revitalizing the village, there’s no way things could take a turn for the worse...right?!
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How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom (Light Novel) Vol. 18
Written by DOJYOMARU;
Illustrated by FUYUYUKI
BROTHER, MY BROTHER
The Demon Lord’s Domain has been liberated, ushering in a new era. With the demons no longer a common enemy, the threat of a power shift hangs in the air. Who will triumph if the Maritime Alliance led by the Kingdom of Friedonia clashes with the Great Tiger Empire of Haan? While Souma is busy mobilizing his personnel for the impending conflict, Yuriga approaches him with a shocking request to return home. As it turns out, it’s merely part of Yuriga’s plan to corner her own brother, the Great Tiger Emperor!

Explore More

I Swear I Won’t Bother You Again! (Light Novel) Vol. 5
Written by REINA SORATANI;
Illustrated by HARU HARUKAWA
One noblewoman’s attempt to rewrite the past—and avoid her descent into villainy. (And don’t miss the manga version, also from Seven Seas!)
Violette, daughter of a duke, committed a terrible, jealous crime against her half sister. As she languishes in prison, something unexpected happens: time is rewound, sending her back to the day her problems began! Armed with the memories of her disastrous first go-round, Violette is determined to live a quiet, unobtrusive life this time…but fate has something else in store!

Explore More
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Modern Dungeon Capture Starting with Broken Skills (Light Novel) Vol. 2
Written by YUUKI KIMIKAWA; Illustrated by CRUELGZ
CHEAT SKILLS TO PAY THE BILLS
Mizuki Ryosuke escaped corporate life, certain death, defeated a Boss Ogre, and now lives with a new roommate—fairy girl Kessie! A dungeon appears in Omori City, and the local government asks him to help manage it. Mizuki reluctantly accepts, and with his skillbook in tow, the dungeon clearing proceeds as planned. When Mizuki and Kessie face their greatest trial yet, will the skillbook reveal its true form? And is there any truth to that weird conspiracy going around?

Reincarnated as a Sword (Light Novel) Vol. 14
Written by YUU TANAKA; Illustrated by LLO
SCHOOL DAYS
Their training complete, Fran and Teacher decided to head to the Magic Academy in Belioth to fulfill a request from Aristea. Unfortunately, Teacher’s hopes for Fran to get in some normal student time alongside her peers are thwarted by an unexpected reunion—and a campus conspiracy!
There’s No Freaking Way I’ll be Your Lover! Unless... (Light Novel) Vol. 4

Written by TEREN MIKAMI; Illustrated by EKU TAKESHIMA

EVERYTHING’S GONNA BE THE SAME! UNLESS...

After a sudden confession, Amaori Renako has just one month to answer Sena Ajisai’s feelings. But in the meantime, hey, it’s Koyanagi Kaho’s time to shine! While working through her feelings for both Oduka Mai and Sena Ajisai, Renako finds herself being roped into a whole bunch of cosplay activities with Kaho. Cute costumes? ASMR? A love hotel??? Is this really what life’s like as an extrovert?

Sword of the Demon Hunter: Kijin Gentosho (Light Novel) Vol. 5

Written by MOTOO NAKANISHI

MODERN WORLD, ANCIENT PROBLEMS

It’s 1872, year five of the Meiji era, and the world is rapidly changing, long leaving the samurai behind—but some things aren’t content to remain a memory of the past. Now in Kyoto with his daughter Nomari, Jinya runs a soba restaurant by day and patrols the streets at night hunting demons, which have strangely been increasing in number. As Jinya investigates the cause, it seems someone known as Magatsume is secretly responsible, but who could they be? And what do they want?

Explore More
Ladies on Top Vol. 6
Written by NEJIGANAMETA

SHE’S GOT HIM PEGGED
Shinomiya has made his decision. When the beautiful morning dusk floods into their hotel room, when he and Mitsuki welcome the blissful morning together...he’s going to pop the question. Mitsuki has a sneaking suspicion of what’s coming, but she decides to let Shinomiya take the lead, until she just can’t wait any longer! The story of two lovers who won’t be bound by traditional roles or other peoples’ opinions reaches its climax in this final volume!

Explore More

I Can’t Refuse S Vol. 3
Written by AI HIBIKI

A ONCE IN A LIFETIME OFFER.
Determined to work her way out of poverty, Miku continues lessons with her sexy butler teacher, learning all about how to seduce a man. There’s just one hiccup—virgin Miku doesn’t think she can seduce anyone, unless it’s her attractive and domineering teacher.

Explore More
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Mr. Villain’s Day Off 04
Written by YUU MORIKAWA
For the man known as the General in the Evil League that plans to invade Earth, every day is full of rigorous battles of life and death as he fends off the planet’s Defense Forces. However, on his day off, there shall be no battles for him—instead, he’ll be venturing forth into town in search of wonderful things that will heal his overworked heart! No matter how stressful his day job as a nefarious villain is, new encounters await...

Explore More

Mobsters in Love 01
Written by CHIYOKO ORIGAMI
A wholesome Boys Love rom-com between a handsome but oblivious mob boss and his young, simplehearted but moody second-in-command!
Akihiro Kashima is the right-hand man of the Sawatari mob, and he has a secret. He’s been hopelessly in love for years—with his boss! As a trusted subordinate, he’s subject to the head honcho’s unintended acts of seduction. But with Akihiro’s position in the group at stake, he couldn’t possibly reveal the infatuation that plagues him. Stuck between duty and his feelings, something’s gotta give!

Explore More
**Ragna Crimson 12**  
Written by DAIKI KOBAYASHI

In this action-packed dark fantasy, humanity lives under the threat of annihilation by immensely powerful dragons. The dragon hunter Ragna embarks on a revenge-fueled quest to eliminate that threat once and for all!

A few days before the Argentum Corps’ decisive assault on the Winged Monarch, Leonica encounters the most terrifying obstacle yet in her quest for ultimate strength. Back in the present, Ragna seeks an audience with the hallowed Dragon Scourges of the Solarian Church. To prove himself worthy, he leaps into danger—straight down the lair of the elusive Roaring Bloodline!

**Smoking Behind the Supermarket with You 02**  
Written by JINUSHI

An overworked salaryman and a mischievous cashier with a dual personality form an unexpected bond in this sweet-and-sour comedy!

After the twists of a misdiagnosis, Sasaki’s strange yet calming nighttime smokes with Tayama continue. The office worker is still unaware that Tayama and Yamada, his therapeutic idol, are the same woman! Sasaki and Yamada are merely customer and cashier inside the store. But as more quirky supermarket employees enter the mix, will Sasaki’s relationship with Tayama begin to change?
The Strongest Sage with the Weakest Crest 18
Written by SHINKOSHOTO and LIVER JAM & POPO (FRIENDLY LAND); Designed by HUUKA KAZABANA
In this manga adaptation of the popular light novel series, the world’s strongest sage will stop at nothing to get stronger...not even using himself as bait!
A chaos demon with greater power than Zaridias will soon be revived. Such a powerful demon is beyond what Matthias and his friends can handle, but an ancient sword may be able to give them a chance. However, the ancient weapon is sealed in a casket that is guarded by an incredibly powerful elite demon and in order to obtain the weapon, Matty must use himself as bait to distract the demon!

The Apothecary Diaries 01 (Light Novel)
Written by NATSU HYUUGA; Illustrated by TOUKO SHINO
Maomao leads an unassuming life with her apothecary father, but kidnappers whisk her away to a world of consorts and serving women in the empire’s rear palace. Sold into imperial servitude, the girl keeps her quick wit, sharp mind, and medical knowledge a secret. But the head eunuch, Jinshi, shatters Maomao’s low profile when she catches his eye. He perceives her true skills and makes her a lady-in-waiting to the rear palace’s top consort. Can Maomao quietly pass her term as her lady’s food tester, or will observational prowess and curiosity push her into danger as she uncovers turmoil at court?
**Kei X Yaku: Bound By Law 1**

Written by YOSHIE KAORUHARA

Ichiro, an agent with the Tokyo Metropolitan Public Security Bureau, receives orders to make contact with and closely surveil Shiro, a yakuza hotshot whose bed partners include a considerable amount of influential male politicians. The mission takes an unexpected turn when they realize they’ve both been pursuing the same cold case: the disappearance of Rion Nakaba, Ichiro’s senior and Shiro’s sister. Determined to uncover the truth, the two secretly team up under the guise of lovers to try and pick up her trail...

**Wandering Witch 05 (Manga)**

The Journey of Elaina

Written by JOUGI SHIRAISHI and ITSUKI NANAO;

Designed by AZURE

A gentle and beguiling tale of a young witch’s travels, based on a best-selling light novel series.

In this volume full of tales of journeys taken by the girls Elaina has encountered on her travels, Amnesia and Avilia wander in search of the lily of happiness. Meanwhile, a request sent to the United Magic Association takes Saya on an adventure that reunites her with a good friend from before she became a witch, while a trip links Fran’s and Elaina’s pasts and presents.
Vampire Hunter D Volume 30: Gold Fiend Parts 1 & 2
Written by HIDEYUKI KIKUCHI; Illustrated by YOSHITAKA AMANO
Marquis Verenis—he’s a powerful Noble...he’s in possession of antimatter technology...and he’s three hundred million dalas in debt to Old El, the lender of last resort out on the Frontier!
The vampire lord even put up his castle as collateral—but not a single collection agent dispatched by El has returned, so it’s time to call in an outside consultant, named D! But the mooching Marquis isn’t the only one who owes the financier big time and would rather kill Old El than pay up—and those debtors too mean deadly trouble ahead for D...even if they are only human!

Sesame Street: The Monster at the End of This Book Mini Tote Bag
Written by OUT OF PRINT
Generations of kids have interacted with lovable, furry old Grover as he begs the reader not to turn the page—for fear of a monster at the end of the book.

Explore More
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The Magic: The Gathering Oracle Deck

A 52-Card Deck and Guidebook: Oracle Cards
Written by MAGIC: THE GATHERING

From the team behind The Dungeons & Dragons Tarot Deck comes this officially licensed oracle deck comprising 52 all-new illustrations that celebrate the characters, creatures, and lore of the world’s largest trading card game, Magic: The Gathering. Inspired by Theros, the plane where monsters prevail, mortals endure, and heroes ascend, this deck features Jace, the Planeswalker; Hythonia, the legendary gorgon; and well-known creatures such as the Pegasus, Chimera, Sirens, and more.

With stunning illustrations, The Magic: The Gathering Oracle Deck also features a guidebook that introduces readers to the practice of oracle cards, including instructions on how to use and interpret the cards and descriptions of each card image. Both Theros and oracle cards hold belief as a powerful tool that we can use to create our reality, and with this deck you’ll be inspired to explore new realms of meaning.

Features 52 new illustrations!
**FIVE-CARD SPREAD**

A five-card spread unfolds like a flower and gives the reading more flavor and depth. With multiple card spreads, the full meaning of the reading does not come until after the last card is placed. The whole spread—how the cards affect each other and their particular placement—is the reading, so with larger spreads, be patient, have fun, and watch it unfold.

Here is an example of a five-card spread with a bit of Theros-inspired flavor where each position’s meaning is based on the principles of ancient Greek drama:

1. **PROLOGUE** This is the overview of the issue, the current problem, or life situation.
2. **PARADOX** This card represents the past—what has led up to this point.
3. **EPISODE** This card represents the upcoming lesson—where the seeker needs to focus their awareness.
4. **STASIMON** A higher perspective of the whole drama. A new way of looking at the current drama and how it can be overcome.
5. **EXODUS** The resolution or theme of the drama. How to exit or evolve out of the drama. An area of new growth and power.

---

**CARD MEANING**

We all have someone we admire, a mentor who embodies principles that we model our lives after, or an aspirational version of ourselves that we know dwells within us. Their example guides us toward mastering our own minds and emotions so we can create a better future.

**REVERSED MEANING**

Although we are the ones responsible for our own lives, there are times when we need the input and support of others. Don’t become isolated in your own thinking and don’t be afraid to ask for help.

**MTG STORY**

The planeswalker Ajani Goldmane was the mentor of Brimaz, and taught the King of the Leonin how to live in harmony with humans on Theros.
Dungeons & Dragons: Exile (The Legend of Drizzt)
Book 2 of The Dark Elf Trilogy
Written by R.A. SALVATORE
Ten years have passed since we last saw Drizzt Do’Urden and his magical feline companion, Guenhwyvar—and much has changed. Exiled from Menzoberranzan, the city of his childhood and the hub of drow society, Drizzt now wanders the subterranean maze of the Underdark in search of a new home.

But loneliness is not the only thing that preys on Drizzt: His drow enemies, including his own siblings, would like nothing more than to see him dead. With murder on their minds, they begin their own search of the Underdark tunnels, forcing Drizzt to watch his back at every turn.
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Adventure Time: Amazing and Awesome Coloring Book
Written by RANDOM HOUSE;
Illustrated by RANDOM HOUSE
Color big, bold scenes from Cartoon Network’s Adventure Time in this highly-detailed coloring book for all ages.

Follow Finn and his magical dog Jake into the Land of Ooo for a coloring adventure with Princess Bubblegum, the Ice King, and all your favorite characters from Cartoon Network’s Adventure Time. Featuring big, intricate images and heavy paper perfect for colored pencils and markers, this coloring book is sure to please fans of all ages.

It’s Cartoon Network’s Emmy Award-winning Adventure Time! Grab your friends and go to very distant lands. With Jake the dog and Finn the human, the fun will never end.
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Dungeons & Dragons: Homeland
(The Legend of Drizzt)
Book 1 of The Dark Elf Trilogy;
Written by R.A. SALVATORE

As the third son of Mother Malice and weapon-master Zaknafein, Drizzt Do’Urden must be sacrificed to Lolth, the evil Spider Queen, per the tradition of their matriarchal drow society. But the unexpected death of his older brother spares young Drizzt—though he is still at the mercy of his abusive sisters.

As Drizzt grows older and proves himself to be a formidable warrior at Melee-Magthera Academy, he realizes that his idea of good and evil does not match that of his fellow drow, who show only cruelty to the other creatures of the Underdark. Can Drizzt stay true to himself in a such an unforgiving, unprincipled world?

Explore More

Dungeons & Dragons: Sojourn
(The Legend of Drizzt)
Book 3 of The Dark Elf Trilogy;
Written by R.A. SALVATORE

After years spent in the ruthless confines of the Underdark, Drizzt Do’Urden has emerged from the subterranean society of his youth to start a new life. Accompanied by his loyal panther, Drizzt begins exploring the surface of Faerûn, a world unlike any he has ever known. From skunks to shapeshifters, Faerûn is full of unfamiliar creatures and fresh dangers, which Drizzt must learn to navigate if he is to survive.

But while Drizzt acts with the best intentions, many of the surface dwellers regard him with fear and mistrust. Can he find faithful allies in this foreign land—or is he doomed to be a lonely outsider, just as he was in the Underdark?
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House of the Dragon:
The Official Coloring Book
Written by RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
Step back into Westeros with this brand new coloring book featuring over 75 illustrations of your favorite scenes, characters, and show logos from the hit series House of the Dragon.
Long before the Wall fell, the Targaryens reigned with fire and blood.
From the conflict between Rhaenyra and Alicent to Daemon burning the Crabfeeder army, explore the reign of the Targaryen Empire in Westeros with the official House of the Dragon coloring book.
Featuring over 75 original illustrations and thick paper, this coloring book offers you a way to relive the most dramatic moments from the hugely popular show.

The Official Game of Thrones Cookbook
Recipes from King’s Landing to the Dothraki Sea
Written by CHELSEA MONROE-CASSEL;
Foreword by GEORGE R R MARTIN
From the world of George R. R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire comes a collection of 80 delicious recipes inspired by the histories of Westeros, Essos, and beyond.
The eight chapters offer recipes for every meal of the day. Recipes are illustrated by mouthwatering food photography and stunning woodcut illustrations. A resource section suggests menus by region, so you can hold a feast in Riverlands, The Wall, or Braavos. The Official Game of Thrones Cookbook transports you to a much-loved world where trestle tables groan with sumptuous feasts, goblets overflow with mead, and winter is always coming.
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The Official Stardew Valley Cookbook

Written by CONCERNEDAPE and RYAN NOVAK

The first official cookbook from the immensely popular Stardew Valley, featuring more than 50 delightful recipes straight out of the video game.

These 50 recipes are based on in-game meals and food, allowing you to cook and eat all your home-grown and fresh-caught ingredients in real life. The Official Stardew Valley Cookbook is organized by season and has recipes from your favorite characters, including the Queen of Sauce and Gus at the Stardrop Saloon. Written in collaboration with independent game creator ConcernedApe and packed with original illustrations and food photography, The Official Stardew Valley Cookbook helps you bring the Valley’s incredible flavors to the dinner table, giving you the energy to take on the world.
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- Shangri-La Frontier 11 9781646519491
- She’s My Knight 2 9781646519767
- Spiral and Other Stories 9781681378350
- Super Sons: The Complete Collection Book One 9781779525963
- Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow The Deluxe Edition 9781779526076

- Superman by Kurt Busiek Book One 9781779526089
- Swamp Thing: Green Hell 9781779525550
- Tales from Dark Crisis 9781779525192
- The Best Worst Camp Out Ever 9780823453948
- The Flash Vol. 1: Strange Attractor 9781779525468
- The Flash: Year One (New Edition) 9781779526007
- The Great Snake’s Bride Vol. 3 9789888433911
- The Human Target Book Two 9781779525284
- The Legend of Luther Arkwright 9781506736471
- Vixen: NYCC Volume Six 9781779526946
- Wild.C.A.T.s Compendium One 9781779526021
- Wonder Woman Vol. 1: Outlaw 9781779525451

April 8th

- 365 Days to the Wedding Vol. 3 9798888435779
- A-DO 2 9781646519323
- Adventure Time: Amazing and Awesome Coloring Book 9780593808801
- American Girl Little Golden Book Favorites (American Girl) 9780593809013
- Anyway, I’m Falling In Love With You. 2 9798888771167
- Anzu and the Realm of Darkness 9780593525289
- Breathe Journeys to Healthy Binding 9780593855582
- CANDY AND CIGARETTES Vol. 8 9789888433393
- Captain Momo’s Secret Base Volume 1 9781506740584
- Circle of Life (Disney The Lion King) 9780736444606
- Curveball 9781368089265
- DC Batman: The Joker’s Parade (Funko Pop!) 9780593808290
- Drifting Dragons 16 9789888770313
- F is for Friends: An Alphabet Book (Funko Pop!) 9780593808993
- Fire Force Omnibus 10 (Vol. 28-30) 9798888770399
- Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess (Manga) Vol. 7 9789888433294
- Game On! (LEGO City) 9780593808948
- Garbage Night: The Complete Collection 9781910620748
- Gazing at the Star Next Door 2 9789888771839
- Happy Birthday to You (LEGO) 9780593648667
- Happy Birthday, SpongeBob! (SpongeBob SquarePants) 9780593808689
FOC Checklist

Initial Orders Due March 21st

- His Majesty the Demon King’s Housekeeper Vol. 6 979888843522
- Hitomi-chan is Shy With Strangers Vol. 8 979888843539
- House of the Dragon: The Official Coloring Book 9780593581940
- I Can’t Refuse Vol. 3 9798888434253
- I See Your Face, Turned Away 1 9780593642863
- I’m Giving the Disgraced Noble Lady I Rescued a Crash Course in Naughtiness 5 9781647293321
- I’m in Love with the Villainess (Manga) Vol. 6 9798888438145
- Inside My Mind: A Book About Me! (Disney/Pixar Inside Out) 9780736432863
- Loki: A Bad God’s Guide to Ruling the World 9781536226317
- Lore Olympus: Volume Six 9780593599099
- Marvel Beginnings: First 100 Words 9781368090353
- Max and the Midknights: Battle of the Bodkins 9780593125939
- Medalist 2 9798888771952
- Mickey Mouse Funhouse: Worlds of Fun! My First Comic Reader! 9781368089913
- Mobsters in Love 01 9781646092826
- Monster Cats Vol. 1 9798888434956
- My Status as an Assassin Obviously Exceeds the Hero’s (Manga) Vol. 5 9781648273520
- Noodles, Rice, and Everything Spice A Thai Comic Book Cookbook 9781984861603
- One Cool Duck #3 Summer Games 9781662640315
- Ready. Set. Respawn! (Minecraft Ironword Academy #1) 9780593807453
- Stars of Chaos: Sha Po Lang (Novel) Vol. 3 9781635859389
- Sweet Valley Twins: The Haunted Book (A Graphic Novel) 9780593376546
- That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime: Trinity in Tempest (Manga) 8 9781646513000
- The Darwin Incident 5 9781647293437
- The Emotions’ Survival Guide (Disney/Pixar Inside Out) 9780736435321
- The Lion King Little Golden Book Favorites (Disney The Lion King) 9780736444651
- The Official Game of Thrones Cookbook Recipes from King’s Landing to the Dothraki Sea 9780593599457
- The Powerpuff Girls Super-Fierce Coloring Book (The Powerpuff Girls) 9780593808399
- The Princess and the Frog Little Golden Book (Disney Princess) 9780736444781
- The Seven Deadly Sins: Four Knights of the Apocalypse 12 9798888770733
- The Stupendous Switcheroo #2: Born to Be Bad 9780593427330
- The White Mage Doesn't Want to Raise the Hero’s Level Vol. 2 9798888433998
- There's No Freaking Way I'll Be Your Lover! Unless… (Light Novel) Vol. 4 9789888434437
- True Love Fades Away When the Contract Ends (Manga) Vol. 1 9798888437575
- Tryouts (A Graphic Novel) 9780593306979
- What He Who Doesn’t Believe in Fate Says Vol. 4 9798888436257
- Who Are These People? (Funko Pop!) 9780593808979

April 15th

- A Cat from Our World and the Forgotten Witch Vol. 2 9798888435809
- BL First Crush Anthology: Five Seconds Before We Fall in Love 9789888437520
- Black Night Parade Vol. 3 9798888436271
- Bluey: Let’s Play Outside! A Magnet Book 9780593752524
- Census 9781506737316
- Chillin’ in Another World with Level 2 Super Cheat Powers (Manga) Vol. 8 9789888435908
- Cutie and the Beast Vol. 4 9781648274794
- Disney Pixar Inside Out 2 Ultimate Sticker Book 9780744098860
- Easygoing Territory Defense by the Optimistic Lord: Production Magic Turns a Nameless Village into the Strongest Fortified City (Light Novel) Vol. 2 9789888435830
- Kei X Yaku: Bound By Law 1 9798888771273
- Ladies on Top Vol. 6 9789888434741
- Let’s Make Bread! A Comic Book Cookbook 9781984860873
- Mr. Villain’s Day Off 04 97816464092260
- My Lovesick Life as a ’90s Otaku 3 9781646519699
- Ninja Vs. Gokudo 1 9798888771648
- Precarious Woman Executive Miss Black General Vol. 10 9789888436295
- Ragna Crimson 12 9781646092628
- Reborn as a Barrier Master (Manga) Vol. 6 9798888436301
- Summer Vamp (A Graphic Novel) 9780593425220
FOC Checklist

- Sword of the Demon Hunter: Kijin Gentosho (Light Novel) Vol. 5 9798888434383
- That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime 24 9798888772362
- The Apothecary Diaries 01 (Light Novel) 9781646092727
- The Duke of Death and His Maid Vol. 12 9798888434826
- The Official Stardew Valley Cookbook 9781984862051
- The Strongest Sage with the Weakest Crest 18 9781646092270
- The Weakest Tamer Began a Journey to Pick Up Trash (Manga) Vol. 5 9798888433973
- The Yearning Fox Lies in Wait 9798888770085
- To the Abandoned Sacred Beasts 15 9781647292270
- Virgin Love 3 9781647293284

April 22nd
- Amber Brown Is Not a Crayon: The Graphic Novel 9780593615706
- Beyond Mortal 9781506740508
- Beyond the Pale #1 (CVR A) (Tomás Alra) 7615680123540111
- BLOOD BLADE 2 9798888771228
- Buns Gone Bad (Fluffle Bunnies, Book #1) 9781774881323
- Dungeons & Dragons: Exile (The Legend of Drizzt) Book 2 of The Dark Elf Trilogy 9780593873076
- Dungeons & Dragons: Homeland (The Legend of Drizzt) Book 1 of The Dark Elf Trilogy 9780593873069
- Dungeons & Dragons: Sojourn (The Legend of Drizzt) Book 3 of The Dark Elf Trilogy 9780593873083
- Go! Go! Loser Ranger! 10 9798888770443
- Headhunted to Another World: From Salaryman to Big Four! Vol. 6 9798888434710
- Lazy Dungeon Master (Manga) Vol. 8 9798888435946
- Magus of the Library 7 9781646515820
- Minecraft: The Tournament An Official Minecraft Novel 9780593722459
- Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid: Fafnir the Recluse Vol. 4 9798888437674
- Modern Dungeon Capture Starting with Broken Skills (Light Novel) Vol. 2 9798888434642
- Moebius Library: The Major 9781506719511
- My Girlfriend’s Not Here Today Vol. 1 9798888438275
- My Lovey-Dovey Wife is a Stone Cold Killer Vol. 6 9798888437681
- My Unique Skill Makes Me OP Even at Level 1 vol 5 (light novel) 9781647293345
- Mysterious Disappearances Vol. 1 9798888437551
- Reincarnated as a Sword (Light Novel) Vol. 14 9798888436400
- Sailor Moon 8 (Naoko Takeuchi Collection) 9781646513710
- Skinner 9781506733722
- Skip and Loafer Vol. 9 9798888437698
- Smoking Behind the Supermarket with You 02 9781646092281
- Star Wars: Hyperspace Stories—Qui-Gon 9781506739847
- The Kurosagi Corpse Delivery Service: Book Six Omnibus 9781506740317
- Though I Am an Inexpert Villainess: Tale of the Butterfly-Rat Body Swap in the Maiden Court (Manga) Vol. 5 9798888437704
- Vampire Dormitory 11 9798888770818
- Wandance 9 9781646519132
- Witch Hat Atelier 12 9798888770795

April 29th
- A Condition Called Love 8 9781646518104
- As a Reincarnated Aristocrat, I’ll Use My Appraisal Skill to Rise in the World! 11 (manga) 9798888770252
- Breakfast with My Two-Tailed Cat Vol. 2 9798888437650
- Bunnybirds #1 9780823457939
- Canto: A Place Like Home #1 (CVR A) (Drew Zucker) 7615680123610011
- Didn’t I Say to Make My Abilities Average in the Next Life?! (Light Novel) Vol. 18 9798888436363
- Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2 Board Book 9780736444750
- Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2 Little Golden Book 9780736444408
- Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2 Pictureback 9780736444514
- Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2 Step into Reading, Step 2 9780736444422
- Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2 Step into Reading, Step 3 9780736444446
FOC Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOC Items</th>
<th>Approval Code</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disney/Pixar Inside Out 2: The Junior Novelization</td>
<td>9780736444477</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dungeon Builder: The Demon King’s Labyrinth is a Modern City! (Manga) Vol. 9</td>
<td>9781638583844</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Can’t Say No to the Lonely Girl 2</td>
<td>9789888877105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Swear I Won’t Bother You Again! (Light Novel) Vol. 5</td>
<td>9789888437766</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’m the Evil Lord of an Intergalactic Empire! (Manga) Vol. 4</td>
<td>9789888437438</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurassic Jeff: Race to Warp Speed (Jurassic Jeff Book 2) (A Graphic Novel)</td>
<td>9780593565421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kageki Shojo!! Vol. 11</td>
<td>9781685795146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Bluey: A Bluey Storybook</td>
<td>9780593752814</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murdervale</td>
<td>9781506739946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only the Stars Know</td>
<td>9789888437728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORIGIN 4</td>
<td>9781647292904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otaku Elf Vol. 7</td>
<td>9789888436332</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She Professed Herself Pupil of the Wise Man (Manga) Vol. 11</td>
<td>9789888437735</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Blue Wolves of Mibu 2</td>
<td>9789888770849</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Country Without Humans Vol. 5</td>
<td>9789888437742</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Great Cleric 9</td>
<td>9781646518142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Legend of Vox Machina: The Whitestone Chronicles Volume 1—Ripley</td>
<td>9781506732275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The NPCs in this Village Sim Game Must Be Real! (Manga) Vol. 6</td>
<td>9789888436349</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsugumi Project 5</td>
<td>9781646518067</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns Out My Online Friend is My Real-Life Boss! Vol. 1</td>
<td>9789888771235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wandering Witch 05 (Manga)</td>
<td>9781646092666</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Did You Eat Yesterday?</td>
<td>21 9781647292225</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 20th

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOC Items</th>
<th>Approval Code</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anansi Boys I #1 (CVR A) (David Mack)</td>
<td>7615680123300011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawnrunner #4 (CVR A) (Evan Cagle)</td>
<td>7615680196800411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dudley Datson and the Forever Machine #3 (CVR A) (Jamal Igle)</td>
<td>7615680120880031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen of Wyndhorn #4 (CVR A) (Bilquis Evely)</td>
<td>7615680194400411</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters of the Universe: Revolution #2 (CVR A) (Dave Wilkins)</td>
<td>7615680193700021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident Alien: The Book of Life #1 (CVR A) (Steve Parkhouse)</td>
<td>7615680123470011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures—Saber for Hire #3 (CVR A) (Rachael Stott)</td>
<td>7615680120710031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Butcher’s Boy #2 (CVR A) (Justin Greenwood)</td>
<td>7615680122620021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #10 (CVR A) (Nick Robles)</td>
<td>7615680107320011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 27th

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOC Items</th>
<th>Approval Code</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avatar: Frontiers of Pandora—So’lek’s Journey #5 (CVR A) (Gabriel Guzmán)</td>
<td>7615680177700511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Book: 1947 #5 (CVR A) (Michael Avon Oeming)</td>
<td>7615680117220051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins IV #2 (CVR A) (Mona Finden)</td>
<td>7615680122790021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghostbusters: Back in Town #4 (CVR A) (Claudia Balboni)</td>
<td>7615680197500041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kill All Immortals #4 (CVR A) (Oliver Barrett)</td>
<td>7615680176000041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Sunshine: Already Dead #3 (CVR A) (David Rubin)</td>
<td>7615680120950031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Goon: Them That Don’t Stay Dead #4 (CVR A) (Eric Powell)</td>
<td>7615680120190041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William of Newbury #2 (CVR A) (Michael Avon Oeming)</td>
<td>7615680122860021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>9781506741710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>